AGRICULTURE

-AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES

1 MAHAJAN, V.S.
Let farmers look beyond rice and wheat.
TRIBUNE, 2007(8.7.2007)
** Agriculture-Agricultural commodities.

-AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES-OPIUM

2 World awash in heroin:opium economy-Afghanistan.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(4.7.2007)
** Agriculture-Agricultural commodities-opium; Narcotic Drugs.

-AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES-VEGETABLES

3 BRAJESH SINGH
Potato storage in the North-East:Constraints and remedies.
INDIAN FARMING, V.58(No.12), 2006(March): P.14-16
** Agriculture-Agricultural commodities-Vegetables; Agricultural trade.

-AGRICULTURAL CREDIT

4 REVATHI, K
Micro-finance:Tool for poverty alleviation.
FACTS FOR YOU, V.27(No.9), 2007(June): P.33-34
** Agriculture-Agricultural credit.

-AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION

5 CHANDRE GOWDA, M.J and PRABHU SHARMA, S
Strategies for agricultural and rural development through vocational education.
JOURNAL OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT, V.26(No.1), 2007(Jan-March): P.23-44
** Agriculture-Agricultural Education.

-AGRICULTURAL POLICY-(INDIA)

6 ABROL, I.P
Eco-regional farm strategy: Agricultgural policy.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(9.7.2007)
** Agriculture-Agricultural policy-(India).

7 ABROL, I.P.
India's agriculture strategy.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(7.7.2007)
** Agriculture-Agricultural policy-(India).

** - Keywords 1
8 BARAH, B.C
Strategies for Agricultural development in North-East India.
INDIAN JOURNALS OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS, V.62(No.1), 2007(Jan-March); P.13-31
** Agriculture-Agricultural policy-(India).

9 CHENGAPPA, Raj
Grain drain.
INDIA TODAY, V.32(No.23), 2007(5.6.2007): P. 38-55
Analyses the agricultural growth which plunges to an all time low and how the Government fails to come up with timely remedies.
** Agriculture-Agricultural Production.

10 JOSHI, Rakesh
Procurement glitches.
Examines the process of Government agencies for wheat procurement
** Agriculture-Agricultural trade; Wheat.

11 SANDHU, Nirmal
High price for dithering on wheat imports.
TRIBUNE, 2007(13.7.2007)
** Agriculture-Agricultural trade.

12 SUD, Surinder
Where's the market.
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(3.7.2007)
Draws attention towards shortcoming of agricultural trade sector of India.
** Agriculture-Agricultural trade.

13 HARMEET SINGH
Spatial planning for dairy development in Kashmir valley:
Holistic approach for rural development.
JOURNAL OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT, V.26(No.1), 2007(Jan-March): P.65-98
** Agriculture-Dairying.
14 BAINS, K. S.
Suicide by farmer's: Indebtness is the primary reason.
TRIBUNE, 2007(6.7.2007)
** Agriculture-Farms and farmers-Farmer's suicide.

15 DAS, Apurba
Blue revolution and fish farmers day.
ASSAM TRIBUNE, 2007(10.7.2007)
** Agriculture-Fishing and fisheries.

16 DE, H.K and SAHA, G.S
Community based aquaculture: Evaluation.
JOURNAL OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT, V.26(No.1), 2007(Jan-March):
P.137-146
** Agriculture-Fishing and Fisheries.

17 DEKA, Trailokya
Economic significance of forest management.
THE ASSAM TRIBUNE, 2007(3.7.2007)

Examines the need to create a system of localised payments for ecosystem services of forests.
** Agriculture-Forests and forestry; Economic policies.

18 AIYAR, Pallavi
Can legal trade save the tiger?
HINDU, 2007(15.7.2007)
** Agriculture-Forests and forestry-Wild life.

19 BINDRA, Prerna Singh
Tiger, Tiger: Burning out.
PIONEER, 2007(8.7.2007)

Calls for a comprehensive plan to save tigers.
** Agriculture-Forests and forestry-Wild life.

20 KAMAN, Benjamin
Conservation of agricultural lands.
THE ASSAM TRIBUNE, 2007(13.7.2007)
** Agriculture-Land and land reforms.
LAND AND LAND REFORMS

21 TEWARY, Amarnath
Fields of discontent.
PIONEER, 2007(8.7.2007)

Focusses on Bihar governments efforts regarding land reforms.
** Agriculture-Land and land reforms.

LAND AND LAND REFORMS-LAND ACQUISITION

22 DOGRA, Bharat
Tinkering won't help the law should be repealed: SEZ.
MAINSTREAM, V.45(No.26), 2007(16.6.2007): P.5-6
** Agriculture-Land and land reforms-Land acquisition.

23 NANDY, Bibhuti Bhusan
Lessons from Nandigram.
STATESMAN WEEKLY, 2007(26 May, 2007)
** Agriculture-Land and Land Reforms-Land Acquisition.

24 Resolution of All India Citizen's Convention against atrocities in Nandigram and Special Economic Zones.
MAINSTREAM, V.45(No.27), 2007(23.6. 07): P.4-6
** Agriculture-Land and land reforms-Land acquisition.

NATURAL RESOURCES-WATER RESOURCES

25 DAS, Keshab and SHARMA, Pritee
Potable water for the rural poor in arid Rajasthan.
JOURNAL OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT, V.26(No.1), 2007(Jan-March): P.1-22
** Agriculture-Natural resources-Water Resources.

26 RASTOGI, Archi
No boring wells.
DOWN TO EARTH, V.16(No.1), 2007(May): P.26-27

Discusses the decision of Rajasthani villagers taken against digging borewells to preserve the water resources.
** Agriculture-Natural Resources-Water resources.

BIOGRAPHIES

- LEADERS-BLAIR, TONY

27 DASGUPTA, Swapan
Man who retires at 54:Tony Blair.
PIONEER, 2007(1.7.2007)
** Biographies-Leaders-Blair, Tony.
28 GUPTA, Shekhar
His dying statement.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(14.7.2007)

Summarises Chandra Shekhar's last views on Indian political scenario.
** Biographies-Leaders-CHANDRA SHEKHAR.

29 KHAIRE, Harish
Quintessential Congressman: Chandra Shekhar.
HINDUSTAN TIMES, 2007(9.7.2007)
** Biographies-Leaders-CHANDRA SHEKHAR.

30 MISRA, S.K
Chandra Shekhar: a potential unfulfilled.
TRIBUNE, 2007(11.7.2007)
** Biographies-Leaders-CHANDRA SHEKHAR.

31 MITRA, Chandan
Jaane Kahan gaye woh din.
PIONEER, 2007(15.7.2007)

Remembers Chandra Shekhar as a politician and Prime Minister.
** Biographies-Leaders-CHANDRA SHEKHAR.

32 RAO, I. Ramamohan
Chandra Shekhar:A principled politician.
TRIBUNE, 2007(14.7.2007)
** Biographies-Leaders-CHANDRA SHEKHAR.

33 RAO, Jaithirth
With a few pieces of gold.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(12.7.2007)

Pays tribute to former Prime Minister Late Chandra Shekhar.
** Biographies-Leaders-CHANDRA SHEKHAR.

34 SANGHAVI, Vijay
Misunderstood hero:Chandra Shekhar.
HINDUSTAN TIMES, 2007(10.7.2007)
** Biographies-Leaders-Chandra Shekhar.

35 SANGHAVI, Vijay
Chandra Shekhar the longer.
TRIBUNE, 2007(9.7.2007)
** Biographies-Leaders-CHANDRA SHEKHAR.

36 SANGHAVI, Vir
Chandra Shekhar:End of an era.
HINDUSTAN TIMES, 2007(15.7.2007)
** Biographies-Leaders-CHANDRA SHEKHAR.

** - Keywords
37 SINGH, K Natwar
Chandra Shekhar: A classic non-conformist.
ASIAN AGE, 2007(11.7.2007)
** Biographies-Leaders-CHANDRA SHEKHAR.

38 SINGH, S.K
The power of one.
DECCAN CHRONICLE, 2007(9.7.2007)

Recalls his days with former Prime Minister Chander Shekhar.
** Biographies-Leaders-CHANDRA SHEKHAR.

39 SINHA, Yashwant
Saga of courage: Chandra Shekhar.
HINDUSTAN TIMES, 2007(9.7.2007)
** Biographies-Leaders-CHANDRA SHEKHAR.

40 SHAHID AMIN
Gandhi's letter.
TELEGRAPH, 2007(9.7.2007)
** Biographies-Leaders-GANDHI, Mohandas Karamchand.

41 HERRERA, Remy
Secrets and paradoxes of Che.
POLITICAL AFFAIRS, V.86(No.5), 2007(May): P.38-39

Recalls the contribution of Che Guevara in Cuban Revolution.
** Biographies-Leaders-GUEVARA, Che.

42 MISHRA, Diha Nath
Kalam in deed: A people's President.
PIONEER, 2007(1.7.2007)
** Biographies-Leaders-KALAM, APJ Abdul.

43 SHANKKAR AIYAR
Prescription politics.
INDIA TODAY, V.32(No.23), 2007(5.6.2007): P.24-25

Discusses the Prime Minister Manmohan Singh's speech delivered at CII function.
** Biographies-Leaders-MANMOHAN SINGH.
-LEADERS-MAYAWATI

44 PURI, Rajinder
Mayawati: Potential and prospect.
STATESMAN WEEKLY, 2007(26 May, 2007)
** Biographies-Leaders-MAYAWATI.

-LEADERS-MOORE, DAVE

45 WENDLAND, Joel
Is the anniversary of the Hunger march: Brother Dave Moore's story.
POLITICAL AFFAIRS, V.86(No.5), 2007(May): P.30-33

Gives an account of the history of the 'Ford Hunger March' organised to fight for labour union under Dave Moore's leadership
** Biographies-Leaders-MOORE, Dave.

-LEADERS-NEHRU, JAWAHARLAL

46 NEHRU, Jawaharlal
First war of Independence.
MAINSTREAM, V.45(No.26), 2007(16.6.2007): P.7-14

Abstract of speech delivered by Pt. Jawaharlal Lal Nehru as first Prime Minister of independent India at Ramlila ground on 10.5.1957.
** Biographies-Leaders-NEHRU, Jawaharlal; Freedom movement.

-LEADERS-RICE, CONDOLEEZZA

47 MABRY, Marcus
Condoleezza Rice.

Discusses carrier & achievements of United States Secretary C.Rise.
** Biographies-Leaders-RICE, Condoleezza.

-LEADERS-VERMA, SAHIB SINGH

48 VOHRA, Pankaj
Major player has gone: Sahib Singh Verma.
HINDUSTAN TIMES, 2007(9.7.2007)
** Biographies-Leaders-VERMA, Sahib Singh.

-PROMINENT PERSONS-BACHCHAN, AMITABH

49 MISHRA, Vandita
Celebrity of his time: Amitabh Bachchan.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(7.7.2007)

** - Keywords
Along the river's edge.  
TELEGRAPH, 2007(4.7.2007)

Recalls the Bahadur Shah Zafar's last long journey through river side of West Bengal.  
** Biographies-Prominent persons-BAHADUR SHAH ZAFFAR-(India).

Pays rich tribute to Radha Govinda Baruah, one of the brightest luminaries of 20th century Assam.  
** Biographies-Prominent persons-BARUAH, Radha Govinda.

PHUKAN, Yamini  
Remembering Surya kumar Bhuyan.  
THE ASSAM TRIBUNE, 2007(5.7.2007)  
** Biographies-Prominent persons-BHUYAN, Surya Kumar.

SUBRAMANIAH, K.S.  
Au revoir, Ramchandra Gandhi.  
MAINSTREAM, V.45(No.27), 2007(23.06.2007): P.23-24  
** Biographies-Prominent persons-GANDHI, RAMCHANDRA.

I can paint anywhere; there's no question of exile.  
THE TELEGRAPH, 2007(8.7.2007)  
** Biographies-Prominent persons-MAQBOOL FIDA HUSAIN.

KALYANI Shankar  
South shining star:Rajnikanth.  
PIONEER, 2007(13.7.2007)  
** Biographies-Prominent persons-RAJNIKANTH.
- PROMINENT PERSONS-ROY, BIDHAN CH.

56 BORAH, H.K
Dr. Bidhan Ch. Roy: a tribute.
THE ASSAM TRIBUNE, 2007(1.7.2007)
** Biographies-Prominent persons-ROY, Bidhan Ch.

- PROMINENT PERSONS-SALMAN RUSHDIE

57 KANJILAL, Pratik
Master and victim of his time: Salman Rushdie.
TRIBUNE, 2007(1.7.2007)
** Biographies-Prominent persons-Salman Rushdie.

58 TEWARY, Amarnath
Happy for Rushdie.
PIONEER, 2007(2.7.2007)

Appreciates Salman Rushdie for his amazing literary work.
** Biographies-Prominent persons-SALMAN RUSHDIE.

CENSUS AND POPULATION
-(ASIA)

59 EVI NURVIDYA ARIFIN
Growing old in Asia: Declining labour supply, living arrangements and active ageing.
JOURNAL OF CONSTITUTIONAL AND PARLIAMENTARY STUDIES, V.21(No.3), 2006(Jan-June): P.17-30

Examines changes in the Asia's age specific population structure in the coming years and its impact on labour supply.
** Census and population-(Asia).

-(CHINA)

60 PENG, XIUJIAN and FAUSTEN, Dietrich
Population ageing and labour supply prospects in China from 2005 to 2050.
** Census and population-(China).

-(INDIA)

61 MONFER ALAM and MEHTAB KARIM
Changing demographies, emerging risks of economic demographic mismatch and vulnerabilities faced by older persons in Sou.
ASIA PACIFIC POPULATION JOURNAL, V.21(No.3), 2006(December): P.63-92
** Census and population-(India).

** - Keywords 9
DIVAAKAR, S.V.
Restricting franchising is self defeating.
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(12.7.2007)

States that insistence on compulsory investment by foreign brands in country is a trade barrier.
** Commerce-Commercial law and policy.

ORTINO, Matteo
Role and functioning of mutual recognition in the European market of financial services.
INTERNATIONAL & COMPARATIVE LAW QUARTERLY, V.56(No.2), 2007(June): P.309-338
** Commerce-Economic Integration-Common market.

MONGA, Priya
Connecting with customers: The experiential marketing way.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(12.7.2007)
** Commerce-Internal trade-(India).

RAO, S.L.
Triumph of choice.
TELEGRAPH, 2007(2.7.2007)

Describes the changing scenario of Indian markets.
** Commerce-Internal trade-Consumer protection.

TANEJA, Nisha
India-Nepal informal trade: estimation & qualitative assessment.
ARTHA VIJNANA, V.48(No.1&2), 2007(March-June): P.119-146
** Commerce-Internal trade-Essential commodities.

** - Keywords 10
Back to export subsidies?
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(5.7.2007)

Reports about the plan of finance ministry of export package of concession to neutralise some of the impact of rising rupee on the export earnings.
** Commerce-International trade-Exports.

BATRA, N.D
Strong global reputation matters.
STATESMAN, 2007(11.7.2007)

Demands for a careful quality check of products to be exported outside the country to make a global reputation.
** Commerce-International trade-Exports; Quality control.

KATTI, Vijaya and others
Sunrise sectors in India: Role of export promotion council.
FOREIGN TRADE REVIEW, V.41(No.4), 2007(Jan-March): P.3-47

Examines the role of Export Promotion Council in the growth of some of the major sectors of Indian economy.
** Commerce-International Trade-Exports.

DRAGNEVA, Rilka and KORT, Joop De
Legal regime for free trade in the commonwealth of independent states.
INTERNATIONAL & COMPARATIVE LAW QUARTERLY, V.56(No.2), 2007 (April. 2007): P.233-266

Examines the legal framework for free trade in the post-Soviet space.
** Commerce-International trade-Regional Trade Associations-(Soviet Union).

MEHTA, Pradeep S.
Does failure of WTO talks matter?
ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(5.7.2007)
** Commerce-International trade-WTO.

NEGI, Archana
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, V.44(No.1), 2007(Jan-March, 07): P.1-22

Focuses on the role of WTO in protecting the environment & Public
health.
** Commerce-International Trade-WTO.

74 RAJIV KUMAR
Doha: Let the round succeed.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(11.7.2007)
** Commerce-International trade-WTO.

75 SETHURAM, S.
Doha round back to multi lateral process:WTO.
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(8.7.2007)
** Commerce-International trade-WTO.

-SPECIAL ECONOMIC ZONES

76 DHARMENDRA NATH
Our SEZ is very different.
CENTRAL CHRONICLE, 2007(13.7.2007)
** Commerce-Special Economic Zones.

COMMUNICATIONS
-POSTAL COMMUNICATIONS-COURIER SERVICES

77 ANU Saraf
Courier's worry.

Highlights courier Industry's protest over proposed amendment of Indian Post Office Act.
** Communications-Postal Communications-Courier services.

-TELECOMMUNICATIONS-TELEPHONE-MOBILE PHONES

78 DELSHAD Irani
Ringing in the phase.

Examines the prospect of mobile retail market in India.
** Communications-TeleCommunications-Telephone-Mobile phones.

COMPANY AFFAIRS AND MANAGEMENT
-COMPANIES FINANCE-SHARE MARKET

79 HALDEA, Prithvi
Let the market do the discovery.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(4.7.2007)

Criticises the move to impose price band on IPOs on listing day.
** Company affairs and management-Companies finance-Share market.

** - Keywords 12
COMPANY AFFAIRS AND MANAGEMENT
- COMPANIES FINANCE-SHARE MARKET

80 SHARMA, Ruchir
When the Dow doesn't matter.
ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(3.7.2007)

Focusses on capacity of emerging markets of striking out independently.
** Company affairs and management-Companies Finance-Share market.

81 V private equity.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(9.7.2007)
** Company Affairs and Management-Companies finance-Share market.

- COMPANIES-CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

82 GANGULI, Amulya
New face of India Inc.
DECCAN HERALD, 2007(11.7.2007)

Express the need to reform Corporate sector.
** Company affairs and management-Companies-Corporate governance.

83 SONDHI, Madhuri Santanam
Compassionate Capitalism.
DECCAN CHRONICLE, 2007(5.7.2007)

Analyses Prime Minister Manmohan Singh's remarks to CII (Confederation of Indian Industries) on importance of combination of economic growth with social responsibility.
** Company affairs and management-Companies-Corporate governance.

84 Taking a long view.
ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(14.7.2007)

Discusses the importance of a well planned strategy of investing in research and development by Indian Corporate sector.
** Company affairs and management-Companies-Corporate governance; Scientific and Industrial research.

-PERSONNAL MANAGEMENT

85 MEENU Shekar
New goals, new challenges.

Discusses that people management becomes more critical for Infosys in new era.
** Company affairs and management-Personnal management.

** - Keywords
No longer all work and no play.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(7.7.2007)

Analyses the benefits of innovative offsite programme and activities for employees.
** Company affairs and management-Personnal management.

** CONSTITUTION AND CONSTITUTIONAL LAW 
(INDIA)

Indian constitution-some creative mutations mooted.
MAINSTREAM, V.45(No.27), 2007(23.6.2007): P.7-8
** Constitution and Constitutional law-(India).

** CULTURE AND CIVILIZATION 
(ASIA)

Gives an account of cultural scenario full of conflict and clashes in Madhya Pradesh under BJP Government.
** Culture and Civilization-(India-Madhya Pradesh).

** ARTS-MORAL POLICING

Concern over attack on an art exhibition at Vadodara.
** Culture and Civilization-Arts-moral policing.

** CONSERVATION AND PRESERVATIONS

Bridge between history and mythology.
CENTRAL CHRONICLE, 2007(2.7.2007)

** - Keywords
Emphasis on preserving the Ram Sethu Bridge.
** Culture and civilization-Conservation and preservations: Dams.

-MONUMENTS

92 JAGMOHAN
Most magnificent palace in the East: Red Fort.
STATESMAN, 2007(13.7.2007)
** Culture and civilization-Monuments.

93 SURENDRAN, C.P
Taj, an sms wonder.
TIMES OF INDIA, 2007(10.7.2007)
** Culture and Civilization-Monuments.

DEFENCE

94 HENRIKSEN, Rune
Warriors in combat-What makes people actively fight in combat.

Focuses on the role of human element in the modern warfare.
** Defence.

-ARMS AND ARMAMENT-NUCLEAR WEAPONS

95 FERGUSON, Charles D
Make it or break it.
BULLETIN OF THE ATOMIC SCIENTISTS, V.63(No.2), 2007(March-April): P.46-52

Expresses the need to ban nuclear weapon.
** Defence-Arms and Armament-Nuclear weapons.

-ARMS AND ARMAMENT-NUCLEAR WEAPONS-MISSILES

96 PRASANNAN, R
Made to kill.
WEEK, V.25(No.32), 2007(8.7.2007): P.28-29

Discusses that with the induction of Brahmas missile in Army makes the Indian military more powerful.
** Defence-Arms and Armament-Nuclear weapons-Missiles.

97 RAO, Radhakrishna
Forward thrust to missile development.
The ASSAM TRIBUNE, 2007(16.7.2007)
** Defence-Arms and armament-Nuclear weapons-Missiles.

** - Keywords
-ARMY

98 JAGAN, Larry
Myanmar and child soldiers.
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(7.7.2007)

Criticises Myanmar's government for recruiting children in armed forces.
** Defence-Army; child welfare.

-ARMY-ARMY CIVIL RELATIONS

99 KADYAN, R.S.
More than meets the eye in Army rape allegations.
TRIBUNE, 2007(4.7.2007)

Suspects that false implication of army personnel in rape charges are made to defame and demoralise the army.
** Defence-Army-Army civil relations; Violence against women.

-ARMY-ARMY CIVIL RELATIONS-(TURKEY)

100 JENKINS, Gareth
Continuity and change: Prospects for civil-military relations in Turkey.
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS, V.83(No.2), 2007(March): P.339-355
** Defence-Army-Army civil relations-(Turkey).

-ARMY-PERSONNEL WELFARE

101 KAURA, Girja Shankar
Sensitive leadership key to arresting army suicides.
TRIBUNE, 2007(9.7.2007)
** Defence-Army-Personnel welfare.

-ARMY-PERSONNELS WELFARE

102 UNNITHAN, Sandeep
Combating stress.
INDIA TODAY, V.32(No.23), 2007(5.6.2007): P.62

Discusses the soft measures introduced by Army to fight stress in soldiers.
** Defence-Army-Personnels welfare.

103 VIJAY Mohan
Payback time for armed forces.
TRIBUNE, 2007(8.7.2007)

Demands better financial package for armed forces.
** Defence-Army-Personnels welfare.

** - Keywords 16
More butter and more guns.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(2.7.2007)

Analyses the importance of the balance between expenditure on
defence and economic infrastructure.
** Defence-Defence budget.

Hike in budget and booty: Musharraf's military.
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(3.7.2007)
** Defence-Defence budget-(Pakistan).

Illusion of importance: Reconsidering the UK's takeover defence
prohibition.
INTERNATIONAL & COMPARATIVE LAW QUARTERLY, V.56(No.2), 2007
(April. 2007): P.267-308

Considers the significance of the UK takeover code's non-
frustration prohibition.
** Defence-Defence policy-(United Kingdom).

Unfair cut.
INDIA TODAY, V.32(No.23), 2007(5.6.2007): P.59-60

Exposes the involvement of commission agents in defence deals
with full knowledge of Indian Government.
** Defence-Military Assistance-Defence Procurement.

Love with Tokyo.
INDIA TODAY, V.32(No.23), 2007(5.6.2007): P.64-65

** - Keywords
Analyses strategic partnership between India and Japan forged to balance the rise of China.
** Defence-Military Assistance-Defence relations-(India-Japan).

** MILITARY ASSISTANCE-DEFENCE RELATIONS-(INDIA-UNITED STATES)

110 GANESH, Ravi N.
Warship of controversies.
DECCAN HERALD, 2007(2.7.2007)

Discusses the visit of American aircraft carrier USS Nimitz.
** Defence-Military Assistance-Defence relations-(India-United States).

111 MAHAPATRA, Chintamani
Indo-Us naval diplomacy.
THE ASSAM TRIBUNE, 2007(12.7.2007)

Analyses the visit of US Nintz-an aircraft carrier of United State's Navy in India.
** Defence-Military Assistance-Defence relations-(India-United States); Navy.

** MILITARY ASSISTANCE-DEFENCE RELATIONS-(PALESTINE-USSR)

112 GINAT, Rami and BAR-NOI, Uri
Tacit support for terrorism: Repproachment between the USSR and Palestinian Guerrilla Organisations following the 1967 w.
JOURNAL OF STRATEGIC STUDIES, V.30(No.2), 2007(April): P.255-284

Explores the complex relations between Palestinian Organisations and the USSR in the field of international terror.
** Defence-Military Assistance-Defence relations-(Palestine-USSR) Terrorism.

** MILITARY ASSISTANCE-DEFENCE RELATIONS-(UNITED KINGDOM)

113 COLMAN, Jonathan
1950 Ambassadors Agreement on USAF bases in the U.K and British fears of US atomic unilateralism.

Discusses the 1950 Ambassador Agreement about establishment of long term US air bases in the U.K to launch an atomic bomb attack on the USSR.
** Defence-Military Assistance-Defence Relations-(United Kingdom)

** - Keywords 18
114 WORRALL, Richard John
Strategic limitations of a Middle East client rate by the mid-1950: Britain Libya and the Suez crisis.
JOURNAL OF STRATEGIC STUDIES, V.30(No.2), 2007(April): P.309-347

Discusses how Libya (a British client state under the Anglo-Libyan treaty) refused to allow Britain the use of forces and bases for operation against Egypt during 1956.
** Defence-Military Assistance-Defence relations-(United Kingdom)

-NATIONAL SECURITY-(ASIA)

115 ACHARYA, Sukanta
Security dilemmas in Asia.
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, V.44(No.1), 2007(Jan-March, 07): P.57-72
** Defence-National Security-(Asia).

ECONOMIC GROWTH

116 KI-MOON, Ban
Migration and development.
HINDU, 2007(11.7.2007)

Gives views over impact of free movement of people across world on development.
** Economic growth; Emigration and immigration.

-(AUSTRALIA-CANADA)

117 HUO, Jingjing
Comparing welfare states in Australia and Canada: Party competition theory of welfare state development.
COMMONWEALTH & COMPARATIVE POLITICS, V.44(No.2), 2006(July. 06): P.169-189
** Economic growth-(Australia-Canada).

-(CHINA)

118 HARDING, Harry
China.
FOREIGN POLICY, 2007(March. 2007): P.26-32

Highlights economic development of China.
** Economic growth-(China).
(INDIA)

119 JOSHI, Dharmakirti
On the cross roads.
THE WEEK, V.25(No.29), 2007(17.6.2007): P.46

Discusses whether Indian economy in sustainable.
** Economic Growth-(India).

(INDIA-NORTH EAST)

120 BARUAH, Prasanta J
A vibrant North East.
THE ASSAM TRIBUNE, 2007(16.7.2007)

Discusses the undercurrent of economic rejuvenation in most part of Assam and the sister states.
** Economic growth-(India-North East).

(RUSSIA)

121 GOLUBCHIKOV, Oleg
Re-scaling the debate on Russian economic growth.
EUROPE-ASIA STUDIES, V.59(No.2), 2007(March): P.191-215
** Economic growth-(Russia).

122 RADYUHIN, Vladimir
Russia turns to science to fuel growth.
HINDU, 2007(3.7.2007)

Focusses on Russia's plan to transform the country from a resource dependent economy to a science-based economy.
** Economic growth-(Russia).

(TIBET)

123 RAM, N.
Tibet in the time of high economic growth.
HINDU, 2007(3.7.2007)
** Economic growth-(Tibet).

-ECONOMIC POLICIES-(INDIA-ANDHRA PRADESH)

124 MOOIJ, Jos
Hype, Skill and class: Politics of reform in Andhra Pradesh, India.
COMMONWEALTH & COMPERATIVE POLITICS, V.45(No.1), 2007(Feb. 2007): P.34-56
** Economic Growth-Economic Policies-(India-Andhra Pradesh).
125 MONTIEL, Hector Cuadra
Incompleteness of post-Washington consensus: Critique of macro-economic and institutional reforms.
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, V.44(No.2), 2006(March-June): P.103-122
** Economic growth-Economic policies-(United States).

126 GUHA, Rajat and SEN, Amiti
Corridor of prosperity.
ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(5.7.2007)
Discusses the benefit of proposed Delhi-Mumbai Industrial Corridor (DMIC).
** Economic growth-Economic policies-Infrastructure.

127 SIDDARTH Phillip
Infrastructure: With Maharashtra?
** Economic growth-Economic policies-Infrastructure-(India-Mumbai).

128 BHAGWATI, Jaimini
International financial centre: The right path.
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(12.7.2007)
** Economic growth-Economic policies-Infrastructure-(India-Mumbai).

129 MISTRY, Percy
Urgency of a new round of financial reforms: Mumbai-IFC report.
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(10.7.2007)
** Economic growth-Economic policies-Infrastructure-(India-Mumbai).

130 AHYA, Chetan
Globalisation, capitalisation and inequality.
ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(9.7.2007)
Expresses concern over rising economic inequality within society due to globalisation and capitalism.
** Economic growth-Economic policies-Liberalisation; Income and wealth.

131 GHEMAWAT, Pankaj
Why the world isn't flat.
FOREIGN POLICY, 2007(March-April): P.54-60
Focuses on globalisation.

** - Keywords 21
-ECONOMIC POLICIES-LIBERALISATION

** Economic growth-Economic policies-Liberalisation.

-ECONOMIC POLICIES-LIBERALISATION-(INDIA)

132 GEHLOT, N.S.
Economic liberalisation in India: Lessons to learn.
** Economic growth-Economic policies-Liberalisation-(India).

-ECONOMIC POLICIES-LIBERALISATION-(UNITED STATES)

133 MALLAVARAPU, Siddharth
Globalization and the cultural grammer of 'Great Power' aspiration.
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, V.44(No.2), 2007(April-June): P.87-102
** Economic growth-Economic policies-Liberalisation-(United States).

-ECONOMIC POLICIES-PLANNING COMMISSION-FIVE YEAR PLANS

134 DAS, Namita
Inclusive growth through agriculture.
ASSAM TRIBUNE, 2007(2.7.2007)

Focuses on agricultural growth in Eleventh Plan.
** Economic growth-Economic policies-Planning commission-Five year plans; agriculture

-ECONOMIC RELATIONS-(INDIA-ASEAN)

135 SCOTT, David
Strategic imperatives of India as an emerging player in Pacific Asia.
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, V.44(No.2), 2007(April-June): P.123-140

Emphasises on India's economic relations with ASEAN countries.
** Economic growth-Economic relations-(India-ASEAN).

-ECONOMIC RELATIONS-(INDIA-CHINA)

136 PANDIT, Rohit
India-China equation.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(14.7.2007)

Calls for economic cooperation between China and India to benefit both the economies.
** Economic growth-Economic relations-(India-China).

** - Keywords 22
-ECONOMIC RELATIONS-(INDIA-CHINA)

137 SHARMA, Rahul
Yuan for the road.
HINDUSTAN TIMES, 2007(11.7.2007)

Supports Indo-China economic relations for development of both countries.
** Economic growth-Economic relations-(India-China).

-INCOME AND WEALTH-(INDIA)

138 RAVI KUMAR, T
Flowed growth.
DECCAN HERALD, 2007(12.7.2007)
** Economic growth-Income and Wealth-(India).

-INCOME AND WEALTH-POVERTY

139 DATT, Rudar
Slower poverty reduction but increasing inequality.
MAINSTREAM, V.45(No.26), 2007(16 June, 2007): P.9-11
** Economic growth-Income and wealth-Poverty.

140 KASHYAP, Tapati Baruah
Poverty, depression and death.
THE ASSAM TRIBUNE, 2007(4.7.2007)

Emphasises the need of a better and realistic policy for the uplift of the urban poor equally.
** Economic growth-Income and Wealth-Poverty.

141 RAUL, R.K and BHATTACHARJEE, Nibedita
Determinant of economic well being in the poverty alleviation programmes:Assessment.
DETERMINANT OF ECONOMIC WELL BEING IN THE POVERTY ALLEVIATION,
V.26(No.1), 2007(Jan-March): P.147-161
** Economic growth-Income and Wealth-Poverty.

-PLANNING COMMISSION-(INDIA)

142 RAO, M.Govinda
Planning in a market.
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(3.7.2007)

Analyses critically the role played by Planning Commission.
** Economic growth-Planning commission-(India).
Focuses on social and economic development in 11th five year plan
** Economic growth-Planning Commission-Five year plan; Social
welfare.

** EDUCATION
-EDUCATION POLICY-(INDIA)

144 KAUSHIK, Amit
Rational choice is a fiction.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(13.7.2007)

Comments on recently introduced school vouchers programme for poor in Delhi to enable poor students to study in the school of their choice.
** Education-Education policy-(India).

145 SHAH, Parth J.
Fund students, not schools.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(13.7.2007)

Evaluates recently introduced school vouchers programme for poor in Delhi.
** Education-Education policy-(India).

146 SHAH, Parth J.
Vouchers can work.
TIMES OF INDIA, 2007(4.7.2007)

Evaluates the proposal of issuing coupons to poor students covering cost of education at a school of student's choice.
** Education-Education policy-(India).

-EDUCATION SYSTEM-MEDIUM

147 SHARMA, Tyagraj
Karnataka reaps twin benefit.
STATESMAN, 2007(5.7.2007)

Discusses the decision of High Court of Karnataka stating that Kannada medium have to be used in private primary schools in state.
** Education-Education system-Medium.

** - Keywords
148 AGARWAL, Damodar
Is higher education doomed?
DECCAN HERALD, 2007(4.7.2007)
** Education-Higher Education.

149 ANANDAKRISHNAN, M.
Abolition of CET fulfils expectations.
HINDU, 2007(6.7.2007)

Gives an account of views of students over abolition of CET (Common Entrance Test) in Tamil Nadu.
** Education-Higher Education.

150 In a class apart.
HINDUSTAN TIMES, 2007(9.7.2007)

Traces back the history of Delhi University.
** Education-Higher education.

151 JAIN, Sachin Kumar
Corruption grips education system.
CENTRAL CHRONICLE, 2007(3.7.2007)
** Education-Higher education; Corruption.

152 MOOKERJEE, Debraj
It's senseless this mad rush.
PIONEER, 2007(4.7.2007)

Analyses critically the rat race among students across the country to get admission in Delhi University.
** Education-Higher education.

153 MUKHERJEE, Rudrangshu
Hogwash committee.
THE TELEGRAPHER, 2007(15.7.2007)

Deals with Committee's recommendation on Presidency college.
** Education-Higher education.

154 VERGHESE, B.G
Think about the future.
DECCAN HERALD, 2007(3.7.2007)

Focuses on Higher education.
** Education-Higher education.

155 VERGHESE, B.G.
Learning and equity.
TRIBUNE, 2007(4.7.2007)

Discusses the issues regarding University education system.

** - Keywords
- HIGHER EDUCATION

** Education-Higher education.

- MANAGEMENT EDUCATION

156 BALAKRISHNAN, Ajit
MBA schools: Trouble in paradise.
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(13.7.2007)
** Education-Management education.

- PHYSICAL EDUCATION-SPORTS-CRICKET

157 BHATIA, Neeru
Coach, doc and confidant.
THE WEEK, V.28(No.29), 2007(29.6.2007): P.68-69
Reveals the inside story of the BCCI's hunt for a cricket coach.
** Education-Physical Education-Sports-Cricket.

158 BHATIA, Neeru
How is that!
THE WEEK, V.25(No.29), 2007(17.6.2007): P.42
Analyses the contract between BCCI and Zee sports T.V channel.
** Education-Physical Education-Sports-Cricket.

159 KALU, Arvind
Beaten and bowled: Cricket.
TIMES OF INDIA, 2007(14.7.2007)
** Education-Physical Education-Sports-Cricket.

160 UGRA, Sharda
Stuck at silly point.
INDIA TODAY, V.32(No.23), 2007(5.6.2007): P.83
Discusses how the search for a suitable cricket coach turned into a battle of wills and contest of non-issues.
** Education-Physical Education-Sports-Cricket.

- PHYSICAL EDUCATION-SPORTS-Olympic games

161 ZAGORODNYANA, Yelena
The Olympics: gold mine or money pit.
CENTRAL CHRONICLE, 2007(14.7.2007)
Shows that the Olympic games are more often an economic loss then a gain.
** Education-Physical education-Sports-Olympic games.

** - Keywords 26
-PHYSICAL EDUCATION-YOGA

162 Yoga—a spiritual commodity.
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(1.7.2007)
** Education-Physical Education-Yoga.

-PRE-SCHOOLS

163 VERMA, Jyoti
Crack the Kindergarten code: Pre-schools.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(15.7.2007)
** Education-Pre-schools.

-SEX EDUCATION

164 CHATTERJEE, Ardhendu
Hypocrisy under moral cover.
STATESMAN, 2007(10.7.2007)
Focusses on importance of sex education in combating AIDS.
** Education-Sex education.

-TEACHERS

165 AMRIK Singh
No short cuts to good teaching.
TRIBUNE, 2007(3.7.2007)
** Education-Teachers.

-TECHNICAL EDUCATION

166 CHAUDHARY, Shreesh
IIT model ought to be replicated.
HINDU, 2007(15.7.2007)
** Education-Technical Education.

167 KURIAN, Nainan P.
Something amiss in the system: Technical Education.
HINDU, 2007(15.7.2007)
** Education-Technical Education.

ELECTIONS
-(INDIA-UTTAR PRADESH)

168 ASGAR ALI ENGINEER
UP elections: proof of mature democracy.
** Elections-(India-Uttar Pradesh).

169 SHARAN, Shree Shankar
UP election.
MAINSTREAM, V.45(No.23), 2007(26 May, 2007): P.31-34

** - Keywords 27
ELECTIONS
- (INDIA-UTTAR PRADESH)

Analyses elections in Uttar Pradesh.
** Elections-(India-Uttar Pradesh).

-DELIMITATION OF CONSTITUENCIES-(INDIA)

170 UPADHYA, Ramakrishna and other
Redrawing electoral map.
DECCAN CHRONICLE, 2007(15.7.2007)

Analyses the impact of delimitation of every assembly and
Parliament Constituencies in India.
** Elections-Delimitation of constituencies-(India).

-DELIMITATION OF CONSTITUENCIES-(INDIA-ASSAM)

171 DWAIPAYAN
Delimitation exercise and people's response.
THE ASSAM TRIBUNE, 2007(5.7.2007)
** Elections-Delimitation of constituencies-(India-Assam).

-DELIMITATION OF CONSTITUENCIES-(INDIA-KARNATAKA)

172 UPADHYA, Ramakrishna
Unleashing change.
DECCAN HERALD, 2007(7.7.2007)
** Elections-Delimitation of constituencies-(India-Karnataka).

-ELECTION COMMISSION

173 VENKATESAN, V
Role of Election Commission in free and fair elections: Its
narrative reports.
JOURNAL OF CONSTITUTIONAL & PARLIAMENTARY STUDIES, V.40(No.1-2),
2006(Jan-June): P.85-105
** Elections-Election Commission.

-ELECTION LAW AND REFORMS

174 IYER, V.R. Krishna
Democracy and the election process.
HINDU, 2007(4.7.2007)

Stresses on need for electrol reforms.
** Elections-Election law and reforms.

175 TRIPATHI, Sudhanshu
Electoral reforms in India: Compulsions and constraints.
JOURNAL OF CONSTITUTIONAL AND PARLIAMENTARY STUDIES, V.40(No.1-

** - Keywords 28
-ELECTION LAW AND REFORMS

2), 2006(Jan-June): P.50-84
** Elections-Election law and reforms.

-ELECTION MANIFESTOS

176 MANSERGH, Ludy
Election pledges, party competition and policy making.

Focuses on the action taken by Government on statements made by candidate during elections.
** Elections-Election Manifestos.

-PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION-(INDIA)

177 BHARGAVA, G.S
Politicking in Presidential election.
CENTRAL CHRONICLE, 2007(12.7.2007)
** Elections-Presidential election-(India).

178 BHATTACHERJEE, Kallol
Against all odds.

Examines the prospects of vice President Bhairon Singh Shekhawat in Presidential poll.
** Elections-Presidential Election-(India).

179 DATAR, Arvind P
President's office is not meant for rubber stamps.
ASIAN AGE, 2007(10.7.2007)
** Elections-Presidential election-(India).

180 GOSWAMI, Govinda Ballav
Polluting Presidential election.
ASSAM TRIBUNE, 2007(10.7.2007)
** Elections-Presidential election-(India).

181 JOSHI, V.T
Presidential race: who is the next?
** Elections-Presidential election-(India).

182 KHARE, Harish
E lecting Pratibha Patil the next Rashtrapati.
HINDU, 2007(4.7.2007)
** Elections-Presidential election-(India).

183 Kulkarni, Sudheendra
How young India looks at `President' Pratibha.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(8.7.2007)
** Elections-Presidential election-(India).

** - Keywords 29
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION-(INDIA)

184 KULKARNI, Sudheendra
Presidential politics of cynicism.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(1.7.2007)

Criticises UPA for nominating Smt. Pratibha Patil as Presidential candidate.
** Elections-Presidential election-(India).

185 MITRA, Ashok
Meaning of meaning.
TELEGRAPH, 2007(6.7.2007)

Explains why the presidential poll is being fought with such fervour.
** Elections-Presidential election-(India).

186 MUKHERJEE, Gautam
Zen and the art of deceit.
PIONEER, 2007(6.7.2007)

Comments on nomination of Smt. Pratibha Patil as Presidential candidate.
** Elections-Presidential election-(India).

187 NAYAR, Kuldip
Congress, BJP devalue office of President.
ASIAN AGE, 2007(9.7.2007)
** Elections-Presidential Election-(India).

188 NEHRU, Arun
Left, congress lose credibility.
PIONEER, 2007(9.7.2007)

Comments on nomination of Smt. Pratibha Patil as the presidential candidate.
** Elections-Presidential election-(India).

189 NEHRU, Arun
Pratibha is left's historic blunder.
ASIAN AGE, 2007(6.7.2007)
** Elections-Presidential election-(India).

190 PREM SINGH
In search of a President.
MAINSTREAM, V.45(No.26), 2007(16 June, 2007): P.3-4
** Elections-Presidential election-(India).

191 SANGHVI, Vir
Presidency's dirty precedent.
HINDUSTAN TIMES, 2007(8.7.2007)

Condemns politics of allegation and counter allegation in due
presidential election.
** Elections-Presidential election-(India).

192 SINGHVI, Abhishek
Don't bank on all this.
HINDUSTAN TIMES, 2007(5.7.2007)

Defends UPA's Presidential candidate Smt. Pratibha Patil on
allegation of corruption.
** Elections-Presidential election-(India).

193 SUBRAHMANIAM, Vidya
Runaway Presidential campaign.
HINDU, 2007(14.7.2007)
** Elections-Presidential election-(India).

194 SURYA PRAKASH, A.
PM has let India down.
PIONEER, 2007(3.7.2007)

Criticises UPA for nominating Smt. Pratibha Patil as Presidential
candidate despite of being accused of involvement in many scams.
** Elections-Presidential election-(India).

195 THAPAR, Karan
Should Pratibha Patil be President?
HINDUSTAN TIMES, 2007(8.7.2007)
** Elections-Presidential election-(India).

196 VISWAM, S.
Catwalk for Patil.
DECCAN CHRONICLE, 2007(6.7.2007)
** Elections-Presidential election-(India).

- PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION-(TURKEY)

197 SHANKLAND, David
Islam and politics in Turkey: The 2007 presidential elections and
beyond.
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS, V.83(No.2), 2007(March, 07): P.357-371
** Elections-Presidential Election-(Turkey); Politics and
Government.

- PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION-(UNITED STATES)

198 CROOK, Clive
Peculiar race for the White house.
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(6.7.2007)
** Elections-Presidential election-(United States).

199 THAROOR, Shashi
Drama behind U.S. elections.
TIMES OF INDIA, 2007(1.7.2007)

** - Keywords 31
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION-(UNITED STATES)

** Elections-Presidential election-(United States).

200 THAROOOR, Shashi
Roster of US presidential candidates.
TIMES OF INDIA, 2007(8.7.2007)
** Elections-Presidential election-(United States).

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS-(INDIA)

201 PURI, Rajinder
Why India needs an executive President.
STATESMAN, 2007(11.7.2007)
** Elections-Presidential elections-(India).

VICE PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION-(INDIA)

202 KALYANI, Shankar
Find virtue not vice.
PIONEER, 2007(5.7.2007)
** Elections-Vice Presidential election-(India).

EMIGRATION AND IMMIGRATION

203 DESAI, Meghnad
This debate can't be doctored.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(6.7.2007)

Supports more vigilence on immigrants in Great Britain to ensure security to its citizens.
** Emigration and immigration.

204 WOLFE, Alan
Western borders of liberalism.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(11.7.2007)

Gives suggestion over immigration policy of Western Countries.
** Emigration and immigration.

INDIANS ABROAD

205 CHAUDHURI, Pabitra
The Indian diaspora.
THE ASSAM TRIBUNE, 2007(3.7.2007)

Discusses how the Indian diaspora holds key positions in the academic, administrative and industrial world today.
** Emigration and immigration-Indians abroad.

** - Keywords 32
-INDIANS ABROAD-(ITALY)

206  SIROHI, Seema
Lasagne Do piazza.
OUTLOOK, V.45(No.23), 2007(June)

Concern about Punjabi migrants in Italy.
** Emigration and Immigration-Indians abroad-(Italy).

-REFugees AND REHABILITATION-INfiltrATION-(INDIA)

207  MUKHERJEE, Dhurjati
Ensure rehab of evacuees.
CENTRAL CHRONICLE, 2007(5.7.2007)

Gives details of forcible eviction of people in different states of India.
** Emigration and Immigration-Refugees and Rehabilitation-Infiltration-(India).

ENERGY
-ELeCTRICtY

208  SHARMA, Manish
Power efficiency and energy.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(10.7.2007)

Discusses the problem of power shortage and gives suggestion to cope with the problem.
** Energy-Electricity.

-ELECTRICtY-STATE electricity BORDS-(INDIA-ASSAM)

209  SHARMA, Prabodh Chandra
Profit squeeze of power and ASEB.
ASSAM TRIBUNE, 2007(11.7.2007)

Focuses on the power management in Assam.
** Energy-Electricity-State Electricity Boards-(India-Assam).

-Energy POLICy-(INDIA)

210  JHA, Prem Shankar
Burst of energy.
HINDUSTAN TIMES, 2007(4.7.2007)

Calls for a revision of India's policy on producing alternative fuel.
** Energy-Energy policy-(India).

** - Keywords
211 MURUGESAN, R.
Social change through communitisation of energy management:
Nagaland.
SOCIAL WELFARE, V.54(No.3), 2007(June, 2007): P.13-16
** Energy-Energy policy-(India-Nagaland); Economic growth.

212 MITTAL, Radhieka
Next generation ethanol will come from agri-waste.
HINDUSTAN TIMES, 2007(2.7.2007)
** Energy-Non conventional power resources.

213 VIDAL, John
Nuclear future "is a dangerous pipe dream".
HINDU, 2007(6.7.2007)
States that plan of getting cheap and clean power from Nuclear
energy is a myth.
** Energy-Non conventional power resources-Nuclear energy.

214 OKELLO-OKELLO, John Livingston
Cause of Uganda's energy crisis.
THE PARLIAMENTARIAN, V.88(No.1), 2007(June, 2007): P.30-32
** Energy-Power Plants-(Uganda).

215 JHA, Prem Shankar
An alternative is possible:Fuel needs.
DECCAN HERALD, 2007(2.7.2007)
** Energy-Power resources-fuel; Petroleum products.

216 BISHT, Renuka
Beyond petroleum:Biofuel.
HINDUSTAN TIMES, 2007(2.7.2007)
** Energy-Power resources-Fuel-Biofuel.
FINANCE
-BANKS AND BANKING

217 RAY, Atmadip
PSU banks walk the private talk.
ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(11.7.2007)

Focusses on trend of attracting customers by using selling
techniques among PSU banks.
** Finance-Banks and banking.

-BANKS AND BANKING-BANK CREDIT

218 GUPTA, Arbind
Trend reversal.

Examines the reverse mortgage loan scheme introduced by National
Housing Bank for senior citizens.
** Finance-Banks and Banking-Bank credit; old age security.

219 MUCHERJEE, Nivedita
Plastics pitfalls.

Exposes the unfair trade practices of credit card which trap the
customers into debt.
** Finance-Banks and Banking-Bank credit.

-BANKS AND BANKING-ELECTRONIC BANKING

220 Dial M for money:Mobile payments.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(6.7.2007)
** Finance-Banks and banking-Electronic banking.

-BUDGET

221 SHANKAR, Kripa
Union budget and the rural sector.
MAINSTREAM, V.45(No.26), 2007(1.6.2007): P.21-24
** Finance-Budget; Rural development.

-BUDGET-(INDIA-PUNJAB)

222 GHUMAN, Ranjit Singh
Punjab budget has failed to target tax evasion.
TRIBUNE, 2007(6.7.2007)
** Finance-Budget-(India-Punjab).
-CURRENCY AND COINAGE

223 BHANDARI, Lavesh
Mint or melt?
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(5.7.2007)

Draws attention towards trend of melting coins to get greater
value by Indian rational operators.
** Finance-Currency and coinage.

224 RAJWADE, A.V.
Rising rupee: Warning ahead.
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(13.7.2007)
** Finance-Currency and coinage.

-CURRENCY AND COINAGE-MONETARY POLICY

225 Annual Monetary and credit policy for the year 2007-08.
COMPANY LAW JOURNAL, V.2(No.2), 2007(May, 07): P.81-127
** Finance-Currency and coinage-Monetary Policy.

-CURRENCY AND COINAGE-MONETARY POLICY-(CHINA)

226 JAHANGIR Aziz and KOCHHAR, Kaipana
China's monetary policy: lessons for India?
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(5.7.2007)
** Finance-Currency and coinage-Monetary policy-(China).

-DEFICIT FINANCING-(INDIA)

227 BASU, Suparna and DATTA, Debabrata
Fiscal deficit and interest rate in India: cointegration analysis
ARTHA VIJNANA, V.48(No.1&2), 2006(March-June): P.21-40
** Finance-Deficit financing-(India).

-FOREIGN ASSISTANCE-INVESTMENT-(INDIA)

228 MUKHERJEE, Dhurjati
Will the bull run sustain?
CENTRAL CHRONICLE, 2007(14.7.2007)

Discusses how the capital market surging ahead with the inflow of
global funds on an unprecedented scale.
** Finance-Foreign assistance-Investment-(India).

229 RAJENDRAN, D and others
FDI: India now a favourite!
FACTS FOR YOU, V.27(No.9), 2007(June): P.:35-38
** Finance-Foreign Assistance-Investment-(India).

230 ROY, Pinto
Rash for retail pie.
BUSINESS INDIA, No.761, 2007(May 20,2007): P.64-68

** - Keywords
Shows how foreign investment firms are interested in India's retail banking business.
** Finance-Foreign assistance-Investment-(India).

231 VAISH, Nandini
Abode aborad.
INDIA TODAY, V.32(No.23), 2007(5.6.2007): P.56-58

Focuses on the emergence of Indians as a big ticket investors in residential properties overseas.
** Finance-Foreign assistance-Investment.

232 AGGARWAL, Yogi
Tight squeeze.

Examines the measures being taken by RBI to curb inflation.
** Finance-Inflation.

233 BHIDE, Shashanka
Learning from episodes of inflation.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(2.7.2007)
** Finance-Inflation.

234 BHUSNURMATH, Mythili
Read my lips;oops signals!
ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(2.7.2007)

Demands RBI to be more proactive than other central banks in dealing with inflation.
** Finance-Inflation.

235 PONAPPA, Shyam
Ideal inflation and exchange.
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(5.7.2007)
** Finance-Inflation.

236 JHA, Prem Shankar
Heading for recession.
HINDUSTAN TIMES, 2007(13.7.2007)

Calls for urgent act from RBI to deal with high interest rate.
** - Keywords
237 COHEN, Roger
Filthy rich should at least pay their taxes.
DECCAN CHRONICLE, 2007(4.7.2007)
** Finance-Taxation.

238 ETHIRAJ, Covindraj
What's a PAN card for?
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(10.7.2007)
** Finance-Taxation.

239 SARAN, Deepa and GOYAL, Sanjay
Impact of competitive tax policy on the welfare state: an
international comparison.
ARTHA VISNANA, V.48(No.1&2), 2006(March-June): P.1-20
** Finance-Taxation.

240 SETH, A.K and BHATNAGAR, Ankur
Does demographic profile affect tax setting across regions?:
Indian case.
ARTHA VIJNANA, V.48(No.1&2), 2006(March-June): P.41-46
Estimates tax rates in different states of India.
** Finance-Taxation.

241 SNELL, Jukka
Non-discriminatory tax obstacles in community law.
INTERNATIONAL & COMPARATIVE LAW QUARTERLY, V.56(No.2), 2007
(April. 2007): P.339-370
Compares the approach of the Court of Justice in the areas of
taxation in United States with its general case low on
restrictions on free movement.
** Finance-Taxation-(United States).

FLAGS AND EMBLEMS
-NATIONAL ANTHEM-(ISRAEL)

242 AVNERY, Uri
Anthem & the flag.
Argues over changing of Anthem & flag of Israel.
** Flags and Emblems-National anthem-(Israel).
FOOD

-FOOD IMPORT

243 GHOSE, Arabinda
   India goes for import of food grains.
   CENTRAL CHRONICLE, 2007(2.7.2007)
   ** Food-Food import.

-FOOD PRODUCTION-(INDIA-TRIPURA)

244 DATTA, Nandita
   Food self-sufficiency in Tripura.
   THE ASSAM TRIBUNE, 2007(7.7.2007)
   ** Food-Food production-(India-Tripura).

-FOOD SECURITY

245 SRINIVASA RAGHAVAN, T.C.A
   O dear, that F word again.
   BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(14.7.2007)
   Calls for an urgent review of India's food policy.
   ** Food-Food security.

HISTORY

246 MEHTA, Pratap Bhanu
   Past by parchment.
   INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(4.7.2007)
   Demands for disclosing the content of Nehru paper of 1962 war to
   reconstruct our own past.
   ** History; Military history.

-FREEDOM MOVEMENT-(INDIA)

247 BARUN DE
   Along the river's edge.
   THE TELEGRAPH, 2007(4.7.2007)
   Discusses Bahadur Shah Zafar's last, long journey through Bengal.
   ** History-Freedom movement-(India).

248 DALRYMPLE, William
   Blood sport or boon?
   WEEK, V.25(No.32), 2007(8.7.2007): P.20-24
   Describes some chilling tales from British India about 1857
   Mutiny on the occasion of 150th year of the great Uprising.
   ** History-Freedom movement-(India).

** - Keywords 39
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
-(INDIA-PUNJAB)

249 GULSHAN KUMAR and GUPTA, Sanjeev
Growth of export of industrial goods from Punjab during pre and post reform period.
FOREIGN TRADE REVIEW, V.41(No.4), 2007(Jan-March): P.70-87
** Industrial Development-(India-Punjab); Export.

-ENTERPRISES

250 JAGADESAN, T.D
Industrial specturm of India.
ASSAM TRIBUNE, 2007(11.7.2007)

Discusses development of small scale industries.
** Industrial development-Enterprises.

-ENTERPRISES-BUSINESS PROCESS OUTSOURCING SECTOR

251 India advantage:still king of outsourcing.
ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(6.7.2007)
** Industrial development-Enterprises-Business Process Outsourcing sector.

-INDUSTRIES-CEMENT INDUSTRY

252 MEHTA, Pradeep S.
Taking on cement cartels.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(6.7.2007)

Focuses on cement industry of India.
** Industrial development-Industries-Cement industry.

-INDUSTRIES-PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY

253 Beyond the blockbuster:Pharmaceutical industry.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(5.7.2007)
** Industrial development-Industries-Pharmaceutical industry.

-INDUSTRIES-TEXTILE INDUSTRY

254 GUPTA, Arbind
Textile woes.

Examines the problems of Indian textile exporters in the current fiscal era.
** Industrial development-industries-Textile Industry; Export.

** - Keywords 40
Focuses on the agitation of Gujarati people against the disposal of Bhopal gas tragedy's toxic wastes in Gujarat.

** International Development-Waste and weste Reclamation-Hazardous waste.

** INTERNATIONAL LAW

- NEUTRAL AND NEUTRALITY

256 NIHAL Singh S.
NAM today.
TRIBUNE, 2007(3.7.2007)

Non Aligned Movement(NAM).
** International law-Neutral and Neutrality.

257 SINGH, K. Natwar
Nixon, Kissinger, Condi, all got it wrong:NAM.
ASIAN AGE, 2007(3.7.2007)
** International law-Neutral and Neutrality.

- REGIONAL ALLIANCES AND PACTS-ASEAN

258 GE, Sun
Creating one Asia.
SEMINAR, No.573, 2007(May): P.32-36
** International Law-Regional Alliances and pacts-ASEAN.

259 RANA, Kishan S
Asian dimension.
SEMINAR, No.573, 2007(May): P;24-32

Examines a great economic and political churning in the Asian region in 1980s against the USA's Regemoney.
** International law-Regional Alliances and pacts-ASEAN.

- REGIONAL ALLIANCES AND PACTS-G8

260 ALAGH, Yoginder K.
Strategies for the G8.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(3.7.2007)
** International law-Regional alliances and pacts-G8.
HARWANT Singh
India's win in '65 war.
TRIBUNE, 2007(8.7.2007)
** International law-War; Military history.

TALWALKAR, Govind
India knew it was too weak for war.
CENTRAL CHRONICLE, 2007(4.7.2007)

Describes the prospect of an India-China war in the sixties.
** International law-War.

ULRICHSEN, Kristian
British occupation of Mesopotamia, 1914-1922.
JOURNAL OF STRATEGIC STUDIES, V.30(No.2), 2007(April): P.349-377
** International law-War; Military History.

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
-(AFGHANISTAN)

SHARMA, Angira Sen
Military solution is not enough.
PIONEER, 2007(7.7.2007)

Calls for an efforts from international community for combating
the conditions in Afghanistan that supports fundamentalism.
** International relations-(Afghanistan).

-(EUROPEAN UNION-RUSSIA)

KARATNYCKY, Adrian
Europe counters Russia's energy dominance.
TRIBUNE, 2007(4.7.2007)

Focusses on efforts by European countries to minimise the energy
dependence on Russia.
** International relations-(European Union-Russia).

-(INDIA-CHINA)

CHATTARJI, Subarno
Hindi-Chini bhai-bhai.
SEMINAR, No.573, 2007(May): P.54-59
** International relations-(India-China).

KAMAL SHEEL
China's changing discourse on India.
SEMINAR, No.573, 2007(May): P.43-48
** International relations-(India-China).
(INDIA-CHINA)

268 Roy, Sayanlya
India-China: what's new?
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(1.7.2007)
** International relations-(India-China).

269 Talwalkar, Govind
China called Nehru two faced.
DECCAN CHRONICLE, 2007(6.7.2007)
Recalls Prime Minister Jawahar Lal Nehru's policy on border disputes between India and China.
** International relations-(India-China).

270 Thampi, Madhavi
India and China: Colonial encounters.
SEMINAR, No.573, 2007(May): P.49-53
** International relations-(India-China).

(INDIA-GULF COUNTRIES)

271 Syed Nooruzzaman
Bridging the Gulf: Arabs growing interest in India.
TRIBUNE, 2007(10.7.2007)
** International relations-(India-Gulf countries).

(INDIA-JAPAN)

272 Hamshita, Takeshi
China and Japan is an Asian perspective.
SEMINAR, No.573, 2007(May): P.37-42
** International relations-(India-Japan).

(INDIA-Pakistan)

273 Chhum, B.K.
Indo-Pak peace process in limbo.
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(15.7.2007)
** International relations-(India-Pakistan).

274 Dhar, M.K.
Indian terror groups being activated from Pak.
CENTRAL CHRONICLE, 2007(5.7.2007)
** International relations-(India-Pakistan); Terrorism.

275 Dutta, Suvrokamal
If Kashmir is disputed so can be Pakistan.
MAINSTREAM, V.45(No.27), 2007(23.6.2007): P.25-26
Compares the law and order situation in Pakistan and Jammu & Kashmir.
** International relations-(India-Pakistan).

** - Keywords 43
276 LAKSHAMAN, Kanchan
Peace process losing lustre.
DECCAN HERALD, 2007(11.7.2007)

Focuses on peace talk between India and Pakistan on Terrorism and drug trafficking.
** International relations-(India-Pakistan); Terrorism.

277 MUZAMIL JAEEL
Kashmir at tipping point again?
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(3.7.2007)

Demands for immediate measures to be taken to push peace process forwards to avoid the return of violence in Jammu & Kashmir.
** International relations-(India-Pakistan).

278 NOORANI, A.G.
Not skating on thin ice: Siachin solution.
HINDUSTAN TIMES, 2007(3.7.2007)
** International relations-(India-Pakistan).

-(INDIA-RUSSIA-UNITED STATES)

279 BHASKAR, C. Uday
Watch out India.
TIMES OF INDIA, 2007(11.7.2007)

Calls for a caution in India's defence concerns in view of meeting of Putin and Bush on nuclear issues.
** International relations-(India-Russia-United States).

280 CHOPRA, Pran
Caught between big two.
TRIBUNE, 2007(11.7.2007)

Focusses in India's security concern over US-Russia military dispute.
** International relations-(India-Russia-United States).

-(IRAQ-UNITED STATES)

281 FREDMAN, Thomas L.
No middle path left in Iraq.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(14.7.2007)

Comments on United States policy over troops deployed in Iraq.
** International relations-(Iraq-United States).
-(IRAQ-UNITED STATES)

282 KHOR, Martin
How the world has taken for a ride?

Recalls how President Bush planned to attrack Iraq.
** International relations-(Iraq-United States).

283 LOBE, Jim
Neo-cons rally, bully republican:U.S. mission in Iraq.
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(14.7.2007)
** International relations-(Iraq-United States).

284 MILBANK, Dana
Ending the Iraq war with mixed metaphors.
TRIBUNE, 2007(11.7.2007)
** International relations-(Iraq-United States).

285 SUBRAHMANYAM, K.
Don't cut and run.
TIMES OF INDIA, 2007(13.7.2007)

Focusses on possible impact of troop withdrawl by United States from Iraq.
** International relations-(Iraq-United States).

-(ISRAEL-PALESTINE)

286 HAMID ANSARI
Where does the Palestinian stand.
HINDU, 2007(11.7.2007)

Focuses on conflict between Israel and Palestine.
** International relations-(Israel-Palestine).

-(PAKISTAN-UNITED STATES)

287 PARTER, Gareth
Misguided policy under strain:Bush's support for Musharraf.
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(13.7.2007)
** International relations-(Pakistan-United States).

288 SEN, Ashish Kumar
Bush's Musharraf policy increasingly under scanner.
TRIBUNE, 2007(14.7.2007)
** International relations-(Pakistan-United States).

-(RUSSIA)

289 PRYDE, Ian
Putin carries the torch.
PIONEER, 2007(10.7.2007)

** - Keywords 45
States that Russia's successful bid for 2014 winter Olympics is a sign of its emergence as a world leader again.
** International relations-(Russia).

-(RUSSIA-UNITED STATES)

290  CHOPRA, Pran
Will the big two bomb Europe again.
ASIAN AGE, 2007(13.7.2007)

Analyses the implications of relations between United States and Russia on Europe security.
** International relations-(Russia-United States).

291  RASYUHIN, Viladmir
Putin keen on equal partnership with U.S.
HINDU, 2007(5.7.2007)
** International relations-(Russia-United States).

-(UNITED KINGDOM-UNITED STATES)

292  RATH, Saroj Kumar
US-UK ties set to change?
CENTRAL CHRONICLE, 2007(2.7.2007)

Describes US-UK relations after exit of Tony Blair.
** International relations-(United Kingdom-United States).

-(UNITED STATES)

293  Still no.1;American power.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(6.7.2007)

Focusses on importance of United States in world politics.
** International relations-(United States).

-(VIETNAM)

294  RAJA MOHAN, C
Importance of being Vietnam.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(10.7.2007)

Discusses the importance of Vietnam in South Asian politics.
** International relations-(Vietnam).
295 TALWALKAR, Govind
Peace games China played.
ASIAN AGE, 2007(5.7.2007)
** International relations-Foreign policy-(China).

296 YINHONG, Shi
Harmonious world is pragmatic foreign policy.
STATESMAN, 2007(6.7.2007)
Analyses China's foreign policy.
** International relations-Foreign policy-(China).

-FOREIGN POLICY-(INDIA)

297 CHANDRA, Satish
Goofs and gaffes of Indian diplomacy.
ASIAN AGE, 2007(11.7.2007)
Analyses critically India's diplomatic policy specially over Kashmir issue.
** International relations-Foreign policy-(India).

298 CHELLANEY, Brahma
Look East, at Japan, not China.
ASIAN AGE, 2007(3.7.2007)
Gives suggestion over India's foreign policy to involve cooperation with likeminded states to advance democratic norms in Asia.
** International relations-Foreign policy-(India).

299 CHELLANY, Brahma
Look East at Japan and China.
DECCAN CHRONICLE, 2007(3.7.2007)
Discusses India's Foreign policy.
** International relations-Foreign policy-(India).

300 MURALIDHARAN, Sukumar
Material realities and cultural lags.
SEMINAR, No.573, 2007(May): P.60-64
Discusses how India established its relations with China and Japan inspite of its cultural differences.
** International relations-Foreign policy-(India).
FOREIGN POLICY-(INDIA)

301 PURI, Rajinder
Fatal foreign policy drift.
STATESMAN WEEKLY, 2007(9.6.2007)
** International relations-Foreign policy-(India).

FOREIGN POLICY-(INDIA-AFRICA)

302 SALMAN Haider
Focus on Africa.
STATESMAN, 2007(12.7.2007)

Focusses on India's foreign policy for Africa.
** International relations-Foreign policy-(India-Africa).

FOREIGN POLICY-(TURKEY)

303 ROBINS, Philip
Turkish foreign policy since 2002.
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS, V.83(No.2), 2007(March. 2007): P.289-304
** International Relations-Foreign Policy-(Turkey).

FOREIGN POLICY-(UNITED STATES-CENTRAL ASIA)

304 YAZDANI, Enayatollah
US democracy promotion policy in the Central Asian Republic: Myth or reality?
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, V.44(No.2), 2007(April-June): P.141-155
** International relations-Foreign policy-(United States-Central Asia).

INTERNATIONAL BOUNDARIES-(INDIA-CHINA)

305 BRAHMACHARI, R.
China on the move: Indo-China boundary dispute.
STATESMAN, 2007(14.7.2007)
** International relations-International boundaries-(India-China)

INTERNATIONAL BOUNDARIES-(KYRGYSTAN)

306 MEGORAN, Nick
On researching 'Ethnic conflict': Epistemology, politics and a Central Asian boundary dispute.
EUROPE-ASIA STUDIES, V.59(No.2), 2007(March): P.253-277

Considers the ethnicity/conflict nexus of international border disputes in Ferghana Valley (Kyrgyzstan).
** International relations-International boundaries-(Kyrgyzstan).

** - Keywords 48
307  SALMAN Haider
Is NAM dead?
STATESMAN, 2007(5.7.2007)

Non Aligned Movement (NAM).
** International relations - Neutrals and neutrality.

IRRIGATION
-IRRIGATION SYSTEMS

308  SINGH, R.N
Benefits from participatory watershed management among arid zone farmers.
INDIAN FARMING, V.58(No.2), 2006(March): P.6-11
** Irrigation - Irrigation systems.

309  SREEDHAR, G and RAVINDRA BABU, N
Enquiry into the working and benefits of Micro irrigation systems in Andhra Pradesh.
JOURNAL OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT, V.26(No.1), 2007(Jan-March): P.99-120
** Irrigation - Irrigation systems.

LABOUR AND LABOURING CLASSES
-EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT

310  PRASAD, Gopal
Employment: Recent trends.
YOJANA, V.151, 2007(May. 2007): P.48-50

Gives details of employment statistics in various sectors.
** Labour and labouring classes - Employment and unemployment.

311  SAKHUJA, Neha and CHATURVEDI, Shachi
Dry run.
DOWN TO EARTH, V.16(No.1), 2007(May): P.28

Finds out how Rural Employment Act looses focus in drought hit regions of Madhya Pradesh.
** Labour and labouring classes - Employment and unemployment; Rural Employment.

-EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT-MANPOWER

312  DEVENDRA MOHAN
Happy jobs.

Needs for a people centric approach to increase productivity performance of an organization.
-EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT-MANPOWER

**Labour and labouring classes-Employment and unemployment-Manpower.

313 GOKARN, Subir
Vicious jobs-skills circle.
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(2.7.2007)

Explores the implication of Indian employment scenario.
**Labour and labouring classes-Employment and unemployment-Manpower.

-EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT-MIGRANT LABOUR

314 RAMESH, D.
Out migration of Labour from rural areas: A study.
KURUKSHETRA, V.55(No.8), 2007(June, 07): P.28-33
**Labour and Labouring classes-Employment and unemployment-Migrant Labour; Rural employment.

315 TONDON, Barkha
Rural-urban migration in India: status and direction.
KURUKSHETRA, V.55(No.8), 2007(June): P.23-27
**Labour and labouring classes-Employment and unemployment-Migrant Labour.

-INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

316 RAMA KRISHNA, G.S and PRASAD, N.G.S
Industrial relations after liberalisation.
FACTS FOR YOU, V.27(No.9), 2007(June): P.39-41
**Labour and labouring classes-Industrial relations.

-LABOUR POLICY-(INDIA)

317 SENGUPTA, Jayshree
Jobs must be created for the poor.
TRIBUNE, 2007(1.7.2007)
**Labour and labouring classes-Labour policy-(India).

-LABOUR UNION

318 MARSHALL, Scott
Labour's new footing:Trade unions map the road ahead.
POLITICAL AFFAIRS, V.86(No.5), 2007(May): P.24-27

Examines the impact of the 2006 congressional elections on the labour movement in USA.
**Labour and labouring classes-Labour union.

** - Keywords 50
LABOUR UNION

319 WEBB, Sam
Class, race and women's equality-strategic view.
POLITICAL AFFAIRS, V.86(No.5), 2007(May): P.34-37

Examines labour struggle against discrimination.
** Labour and labouring classes-Labour Union.

WAGES AND EARNINGS

320 RAO, S.L
Remuneration matters.
DECCAN CHRONICLE, 2007(14.7.2007)

Discusses rising salary differentials in private and public sector.
** Labour and labouring classes-Wages and Earnings.

LAW AND JUSTICE

CIVIL AND CRIMINAL COURT

321 MICHAEL, Nicolas
Crimes against humanity.
TRIBUNE, 2007(10.7.2007)

Focusses on importance of International criminal court to end the heinous crimes known to humanity.
** Law and justice-Civil and criminal court.

CONSUMER LAW

322 ANTONY, M.J.
Unfair treatment.
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(4.7.2007)

Draws attention towards short coming of consumer law failing in protecting the rights of poor patients.
** Law and justice-Consumer Law.

COURTS-SUPREME COURT

323 JAGMOHAN
A more humane society.
STATESMAN WEEKLY, 2007(26 May, 2007)

Appraises the functioning of Supreme Court.
** Law and Justice-Courts-Supreme Court.
-JUDGES

324 SHARMA, N.D.  
Judges and the law.  
NATION & THE WORLD, V.14(No.372), 2007(1 June, 2007): P.36-38

Argues that the judges should not be punished for their rulings.  
** Law and justice-Judges; Judgement.

-JUDICIARY

325 BAIID, Samuel  
In repentance mode: Pakistani judiciary.  
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(9.7.2007)  
** Law and justice-Judiciary.

326 SETALVAD, Teesta  
The system fails justice.  
DECCAN HERALD, 2007(4.7.2007)  
** Law and justice-Judiciary.

-JUDICIARY-COURTS-CASES PENDING

327 JOGINDER Singh  
Locked away and forgotten.  
PIONEER, 2007(2.7.2007)

Sympathises with undertrials living in worse conditions in prisons for years waiting for justice.  
** Law and justice-Judiciary-Courts-Cases pending.

-JUDICIARY-COURTS-CONTEMPT OF COURT

328 TIWANA, K.S.  
Court should apply contempt laws with care.  
TRIBUNE, 2007(12.7.2007)  
** Law and justice-Judiciary-Courts-Contempt of court.

-LAW-CRIMINAL LAW

329 LOUGHNAN, Arlie  
Manifest madness: Towards a new understanding of insanity defence  
MODERN LAW REVIEW, V.70(No.3), 2007(May. 2007): P.379-401

Argues about the insanity defence in criminal court room.  
** Law and Justice-Law-Criminal Law.

** - Keywords 52
330 JOIREMAN, Sandra Fullerton
Evolution of the Common Law: Legal development in Kenya and India
COMMONWEALTH & COMPARATIVE POLITICS, V.44(No.2), 2006(July. 06): P.190-21
** Law and Justice-Law-Legal reforms-(Kenya).

331 SEN, Sankar
Ensuring nothing but the truth.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(2.7.2007)

Stresses on need for a sustainable witness protection programme.
** Law and justice-Witness protection.

LINGUISTICS
-HINDI

332 DUBEY, Pankaj
Making Hindi global.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(14.7.2007)
** Linguistics-Hindi.

MASS MEDIA
-RADIO AND TELEVISION

333 SHARMA, Devinder
Needs to be farmers voice.
DECCAN HERALD, 2007(13.7.2007)

Gives an emphasis on agriculture oriented television programmes in doordarshan.
** Mass media-Radio and television; Farms and farmers.

-RADIO AND TELEVISION-ADVERTISEMENT

334 Is advertising India's next BPO oppurtunity?
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(11.7.2007)
** Mass Media-Radio and Television-Advertisement.

MINES AND MINERALS
-MINING

335 JOSE, E.M
Chain reaction.
THE WEEK, V.25(No.32), 2007(8.7.2007): P.30-31

Highlights the opposition of Meghalaya people against Uranium mining inview of its radiation hazards.
** Mines and Minerals-Mining; Uranium.

** PARLIAMENT **-(AUSTRALIA)

336 CALVERT, Paul
Electronic voting systems in Parliament.
THE PARLIAMENTARIAN, V.88(No.1), 2007(June, 2007): P.15-19
** Parliament-(Australia).

-HUNG PARLIAMENT-(INDIA)

337 SURYA PRASAD, K
Dealing with hung legislatures.
JOURNAL OF CONSTITUTIONAL & PARLIAMENTARY STUDIES, V.40(No.1-2), 2006(Jan-June): P.118-144
** Parliament-Hung Parliament-(India).

-LEGISLATIVE POWERS AND PRIVILEGES-(INDIA)

338 SYNGHAL, Sudarshan
House that for erring MPs?
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(11.7.2007)

Calls for an exemplary punishment to MPs for misuse of parliamentary privilege.
** Parliament-Legislative powers and privileges-(India).

-LEGISLATIVE PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE-(AUSTRALIA)

339 LONEY, Peter
Amending the rules to improve the parliamentary process.
THE PARLIAMENTARIAN, V.88(No.1), 2007(June, 2007): P.37-40

Stresses to review the parliamentary procedures and standing orders from time to time in Australia.
** Parliament-Legislative practice and procedure-(Australia).

-LEGISLATIVE PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE-(INDIA)

340 MALHOTRA, Inder
Parliamanetary "Guillotine".
NATION & THE WORLD, V.14(No.372), 2007(1 June, 2007): P.3-4
** Parliament-Legislative practice and procedure-(India).
JONES, Nicholas
Time to relax rules for Televising the United Kingdom Parliament.
THE PARLIAMENTARIAN, V.88 (No.1), 2007 (June): P.45-46
** Parliament-Legislative Practice and Procedure-Televising-(United Kingdom).

SINGH, N.K.
Parliament: the missing link.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007 (14.7.2007)

Suggests reform measures to give the Parliament greater legislative flexibility.
** Parliament-Legislative reforms.

ALEXANDER, P.C.
Disdain for politicians is bad democracy.
ASIAN AGE, 2007 (12.7.2007)
** Parliament-Legislators.

ADHIKARI, Gautam
Black cats and cream.
TIMES OF INDIA, 2007 (2.7.2007)

Draws attention towards misuse of power by political figures in India.
** Parliament-Legislators-(India).

JAIN, C.K.
Body without spirit.
STATESMAN, 2007 (6.7.2007)

Expresses concern over falling of serious discussion in Parliament due to unwanted disturbances.
** Parliament-Legislators-(India).

SELII, Yeshi
Regulatory board: Will it help?
BUSINESS INDIA, No.761, 2007 (May 20, 2007): P.34

Examines the merits of the Petroleum and Natural Gas Regulatory Board Bill, 2005.
** Keywords 55
PETROLEUM

** Petroleum.

-GAS

347 Breakthrough.
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(2.7.2007)
** Petroleum-Gas.

348 DASGUPTA, P.
Gas pricing predicament.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(12.7.2007)

Deals with problem of deciding over gas price.
** Petroleum-Gas.

349 A deal on gas: Iran-India pipeline.
ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(3.7.2007)
** Petroleum-Gas.

350 NARAIN, Sunita
What price natural gas?
CENTRAL CHRONICLE, 2007(4.7.2007)
** Petroleum-Gas.

-OIL

351 XINZHEN, Lan
New oil rush: View from China.
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(2.7.2007)
** Petroleum-Oil.

PHILOSOPHY

352 BHATTACHARJEE, Jyotsna
Future of philosophy.
THE ASSAM TRIBUNE, 2007(15.7.2007)
** Philosophy.

POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT

353 GREEN-PEDERSEN, Christoffer
Conflicts of conflicts in comparative perspective.
COMPARATIVE POLITICS, V.39(No.3), 2007(March): P.273-291

Explains why do some issues become political in one country but not in another?
** Politics and government.

** - Keywords 56
354 Aleman, Eduardo
Legislative preferences, political parties and Coalition unity in Chile.
** Politics and government-(Chile).

-(INDIA)

355 ALEXANDER, P.C
Disclaim for politicians is bad for democracy.
DECCAN HERALD, 2007(12.7.2007)
** Politics and Government-(India); Democracy.

356 SARMA, Mrinalini
Age factor in Indian politics.
ASSAM TRIBUNE, 2007(9.7.2007)
Comments on the old age of Indian leader.
** Politics and Government-(India).

-(UNITED KINGDOM)

357 AKBAR, M.J
Gordon's knot.
DECCAN CHRONICLE, 2007(8.7.2007)
** Politics and Government-(United Kingdom).

-ASSASINATION

358 NAG, Kingshuk
Murder most foul.
TIMES OF INDIA, 2007(5.7.2007)
Investigates into murder of Haren Pandya, a BJP leader.
** Politics and government-Assasination.

-CASTE POLITICS

359 BHAMBHRI, C.P.
Politics of regression.
PIONEER, 2007(2.7.2007)
States that caste based politics has only encouraged casteism in society.
** Politics and government-Caste politics.

360 SRINIVASARAJU, Sugata
Threat to thin.
OUTLOOK, V.45(No.23), 2007(4.6.2007): P.44-45

** - Keywords
-CASTE POLITICS

Explains the position of Brahmins in (South India) Tamil Nadu.
** Politics and Government-Caste politics.

-CASTE POLITICS-(INDIA-UTTAR PRADESH)

361 JOSHI, V.T.
Social engineering in Uttar Pradesh.

Discusses the impact of Caste politics in Uttar Pradesh.
** Politics and government-Caste Politics-(India-Uttar Pradesh).

-CIVIL AND POLITICAL RIGHTS-EMERGENCY

362 DUTT, Anuradha
Recall the emergency.
PIONEER, 2007(5.7.2007)

Recalls the period of emergency imposed by Late Smt. Indra Gandhi in 1975.
** Politics and government-Civil and Political rights-Emergency.

363 JAGMOHAN
Iron in the soul.
STATESMAN, 2007(8.7.2007)

Recalls the period of emergency imposed in 1975.
** Politics and Government-civil and Political rights-Emergency.

364 MALIK, Harji
Musings on the nineteen months.
MAINSTREAM, V.45(No.27), 2007(23.6.2007): P.19-21

Recalls the history of emergency in India.
** Politics and Government-Civil and political rights-Emergency.

365 RAGHAvan, C
For whom the bell tolls.
MAINSTREAM, V.45(No.27), 2007(23.06.2007): P.16-19

Critically examines the emergency imposed by Late Prime Minister Smt. Indira Gandhi.
** Politics and Government-Civil and political rights-Emergency.
-CIVIL AND POLITICAL RIGHTS-RIGHT TO INFORMATION

366 MURALIDHARAN, Y.G.
Hazards of using RTI act.
HINDU, 2007(1.7.2007)
** Politics and government-Civil and Political rights-Right to Information.

-FUNCTIONS OF GOVERNMENT-(INDIA)

367 SETH, Suhel
Indian Cabinet in London.
DECCAN CHRONICLE, 2007(2.7.2007)

Comments on Cabinet Minister's official tours to London.
** Politics and government-Functions of Government-(India).

-FUNCTIONS OF GOVERNMENT-(INDIA-KERALA)

368 SREEKUMARAN, P.
Kerala : LDF govt. has to smarten up its fact.
NATION & THE WORLD, V.14(No.372), 2007(1 June, 2007): P.34-35

Reviews the performance of Left Democratic Front government in Kerala.
** Politics and government-Functions of government-(India-Kerala)

-POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT-(BANGLADESH)

369 NAYAR, Kuldip
Minus two in Bangla.
ASIAN AGE, 2007(2.7.2007)

Focusses on political development of Bangladesh.
** Politics and government-Political development-(Bangladesh).

-POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT-(BHUTAN)

370 HEMRAJANI, Nikhil
Happy country fears democracy:Bhutan.
TIMES OF INDIA, 2007(8.7.2007)
** Politics and government-Political development-(Bhutan).

-POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT-(CHINA)

FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(4.7.2007)
** Politics and government-Political development-(China).
372 SHANKKAR AIYAR and VERGHESE, K. George
Lurching to the left.
INDIA TODAY, V.32(No.23), 2007(5.6.2007): P.20-22

Illustrates the distance between the vision and real politics of UPA Government.
** Politics and Government-Political Development-(India).

373 GHAZUNFAR Butt
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(1.7.2007)
** Politics and government-Political development-(India-Jammu and Kashmir).

374 PURI, Balraj
Division of J&K will harm all communities.
TRIBUNE, 2007(7.7.2007)

Analyses critically the idea of People's Conference leader to divide of Jammu and Kashmir.

375 SEEMA MUSTAFA
Dangerous inertia.
DECCAN CHRONICLE, 2007(7.7.2007)

376 BAGCHI, Proloy
Prospects of Mayawati's coalition.
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(1.7.2007)
** Politics and government-Political development-(India-Uttar Pradesh).

377 COWSHISH, Atul
Maya dawn in UP.
NATION & THE WORLD, V.14(372), 2007(1.6.07): P.7-8
** Politics and government-Political development-(India-Uttar Pradesh).

378 JOSHI, D.K
Challanges before Mayawati.
** Politics and Government-Political development-(India-Uttar Pradesh).

** - Keywords 60
POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT—(INDIA-UTTAR PRADESH)

379 SABA NAQVI BHAUMIK
Take a trunk call.
OUTLOOK, V.47(No.22), 2007(28.5.2007): P.22-24

Analyses victory of Mayawati in Uttar Pradesh election.
** Politics and Government—Political development—(India-Uttar Pradesh).

380 UPRETY, Ajay
One two three.
THE WEEK, V.25(No.32), 2007(17.6.2007): P.12-14

Discusses how U.P Chief Minister Mayawati tightens the noose around Mulayam & Co.
** Politics and Government—Political Development—(India-Uttar Pradesh).

POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT—(INDIA-WEST BENGAL)

381 BHATTACHARYA, Tathagats
30 still reeling.
THE WEEK, V.25(No.32), 2007(8.7.2007): P.32-33

Discusses the challenges ahead for the Left Front in West Bengal after completing 30 years in power.
** Politics and Government—Political Development—(India-West Bengal).

POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT—(KENYA)

382 STEEVES, Jeffrey
Presidential succession in Kenya: transition from Moi to Kibaki.
COMMONWEALTH & COMPARATIVE POLITICS, V.44(No.2), 2006(July): P.211-233
** Politics and Government—Political development—(Kenya).

POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT—(NEPAL)

383 LAWOTI, Mahendra
Political exclusion and the lack of democratisation.
COMMONWEALTH & COMPERATIVE POLITICS, V.45(No.1), 2007(Feb. 2007): P.57-77

Evaluates the effect of collective institutions on political exclusion/inclusion in Nepal.
** Politics and Government—Political Development—(Nepal).

** - Keywords 61
Facing upheavals: Pakistan, Turkey moving on different tracks.
TRIBUNE, 2007(5.7.2007)

Compares the political scenario of Pakistan and Turkey.
** Politics and government-Political development-(Pakistan).

Lal Masjid: Implications for S. Asia.
ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(9.7.2007)
** Politics and government-Political development-(Pakistan); Religion and politics.

Why the "Musharraf System" will stay in Pakistan.
TRIBUNE, 2007(6.7.2007)
** Politics and government-Political development-(Pakistan).

Battling for survival: Isolated Musharraf.
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(12.7.2007)
** Politics and government-Political development-(Pakistan).

New beginning for Pakistan?
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(10.7.2007)

States that Lal Masjid crisis in Pakistan is the result of its encouragement to terrorism.
** Politics and Government-Political development-(Pakistan).

Religion is too serious a matter to be left to clerics.
ASIAN AGE, 2007(9.7.2007)

Analyses the Lal Masjid crisis in Pakistan.
** Politics and Government-Political Development-(Pakistan); Religion and politics.

Lal Masjid required political solution.
DECCAN CHRONICLE, 2007(14.7.2007)
** Politics and Government-Political development-(Pakistan).

Lal Masjid required political solution.
ASIAN AGE, 2007(13.7.2007)
** Politics and government-Political development-(Pakistan); Religion and politics.

Lal Masjid standoff, worse yet to come.
CENTRAL CHRONICLE, 2007(11.7.2007)
** Politics and Government-Political development-(Pakistan).
Analyses the impact of Lal Masjid incident on the political scenario of Pakistan.
** Politics and government-Political development-(Pakistan); Religion and politics.

Analyses the impact of Lal Masjid incident on Pakistan's political and social arena.
** Politics and government-Political development-(Pakistan); Religion and politics.

Taliban threat.
** Politics and Government-Political development-(Pakistan).

Benazir's dilemma.
** Politics and Government-Political development-(Pakistan).

Democracy and religion: Challenge to Pak society.
** Politics and government-Political development-(Pakistan); Religion and politics.

Focusses on Pakistan Army's attack on Lal Masjid.
** Politics and government-Political development-(Pakistan); Religion and politics.

Musharraf's unclear endgame.
** Politics and government-Political development-(Pakistan); Religion and politics.

Compares the operation silence in Lal Masjid and operation Blue
** Politics and government-Political development-(Pakistan);
Religion and politics.

401 SAREEN, Sushant
Sign of a regime change?
DECCAN HERALD, 2007(9.7.2007)

Discusses Lal Masjid crises in Pakistan.
** Politics and Government-Political development-(Pakistan).

402 SUBRAMANIAN, Nirupama
Justice on trial in Pakistan.
HINDU, 2007(4.7.2007)

Focusses on political development in Pakistan in view of case of
Chief Justice of Pakistan Iftikhar Chaudhary.
** Politics and government-Political development-(Pakistan).

403 SYED Shoib Hasan
Bloodshed at Lal Masjid.
PIONEER, 2007(5.7.2007)
** Politics and government-Political development-(Pakistan).

404 Vazeeruddin
Lal Masjid seeks to purify Pakistan.
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(4.7.2007)
** Politics and government-Political development-(Pakistan).

405 VAZEERUDDIN
Lal Masjid ushers Pak Talibanisation.
CENTRAL CHRONICLE, 2007(3.7.2007)
** Politics and government-Political development-(Pakistan);
Religion and politics.

406 VISWAM, S
Lal Masjid fiasco.
DECCAN CHRONICLE, 2007(13.7.2007)
** Politics and government-Political development-(Pakistan).

407 WITTE, Griff
Pak society turning agaist military.
TRIBUNE, 2007(2.7.2007)
** Politics and government-Political development-(Pakistan).

408 ZAHID HUSSAIN
Musharraf's battle for survival.
** Politics and Government-Political Development-(Pakistan).
** Politics and government-Political development-(Palestine).

** Politics and Government-Political development-(Palestine).

** Politics and Government-Political development-(Romania);
Religion and politics.

** Politics and Government-Political development-(Russia).

** Politics and government-Political development-(Tibet).

** Politics and government-Political development-(Turkey).

** - Keywords 65
Deals with political development in Turkey.
** Politics and Government-Political Development-(Turkey).

-POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT-(UNITED KINGDOM)

415 CHOPRA, Subhas
As brown: faces baptism of fire: Blair goes in glory.
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(4.7.2007)
** Politics and Government-Political Development-(United Kingdom)

416 DESAI, Ashok V.
Change of guard.
TELEGRAPH, 2007(3.7.2007)

Discusses election of British Prime Minister Gordon Brown.
** Politics and government-Political development-(United Kingdom)
Prime Minister.

417 Now that he's gone: British politics.
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(3.7.2007)

Focuses on political scenario of Britain under new Prime
Minister Gordon Brown.
** Politics and government-Political development-(United Kingdom)

418 O' DONNELL, Clara Marina
European policy under Gordon Brown: Perspectives on a future
Prime minister.
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS, V.83(No.2), 2007(March. 2007): P.253-272

Attempts to shed light on Prime Minister Gordon Brown's European
policy.
** Politics and Government-Political Development-(United Kingdom)

419 Take a look at Britain.
TIMES OF INDIA, 2007(3.7.2007)

Appreciates the British system of transition of power with
reference to Gordon Brown's succession of Tony Blair as British
Prime Minister.
** Politics and government-Political development-(United Kingdom)

-POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT-(ZAMBIA)

420 SCARRITT, James. R
Strategic choice of multiethnic parties in Zambia's dominant and
Presidential party system.
COMMONWEALTH COMPARATIVE POLITICS, V.44(No.2), 2007(July. 07):
P.234-236
** Politics and Government-Political Development-(Zambia);
Presidential Election.

-POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT-(ZAMBIA)

-POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT-POLITICAL AGITATION-(INDIA-ASSAM)

421  BARUAH, Rupam
ULFA’s freedom struggle.
THE ASSAM TRIBUNE, 2007(13.7.2007)
** Politics and Government-Political development-Political agitation-(India-Assam).

422  ROUTRAY, Bibhu Prasad
Ram Killing says a lot about Ulfa.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(6.7.2007)

Describes killing of Phul Chand Ram of FCI by Ulfa as a sign of its turning into a criminal entity.
** Politics and government-Political development-Political agitation-(India-Assam).

423  SYED Zarir Hussain
Assam’s ethnic problem.
PIONEER, 2007(15.7.2007)

Analyses the crisis of ethnic war between Assamese and Nagas.
** Politics and government-Political development-Political agitation-(India-Assam).

-POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT-POLITICAL AGITATION-(SRI LANKA)

424  MANMOHAN, N
Two decades of tiger strikes: LTTE.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(7.7.2007)
** Politics and Government-Political development-Political agitation-(Sri Lanka).

-POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT-POLITICAL STRUGGLE-(SPAIN)

425  TIJERINA, Luis
Barcelona and forgotten memory.
POLITICAL AFFAIRS, V.86(No.5), 2007(May): P.14-17

Recalls the history of civil war in Spain.
** Politics and Government-Political Development-Political struggle-(Spain).

-POLITICAL PARTIES-AGP

426  CHOUDHURY, R. Dutta
What ails Asom Gana Parishad.
ASSAM TRIBUNE, 2007(12.7.2007)

** - Keywords 67
-POLITICAL PARTIES-AGP

Discusses the performance of opposition party in Assam.
** Politics and Government-Political parties-AGP.

-POLITICAL PARTIES-BJP

427 KAUSHISH, Poonam I
Saffron brigade finds going tough.
CENTRAL CHRONICLE, 2007(3.7.2007)

Focuses on the inner party tussle in BJP.
** Politics and government-Political parties-BJP.

428 KAUSHISH, Poonam I
Testing time for BJP.
THE ASSAM TRIBUNE, 2007(6.7.2007)
** Politics and Government-Political parties-BJP.

429 VOHRA, Pankaj
Party without a difference.
HINDUSTAN TIMES, 2007(2.7.2007)

Focuses on internal clashes in BJP.
** Politics and government-Political parties-BJP.

-POLITICAL PARTIES-BSP

430 PRASAD, Chandra Bhan
Pride and prejudice.
TIMES OF INDIA, 2007(9.7.2007)

Analyses the reaction of Indian society over wealth of Mayawati, the Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh.
** Politics and Government-Political parties-BSP.

-POLITICAL PARTIES-CPI(M)

431 BIDWAI, Praful
Many highs and some lows: Left’s 30 years in Bengal.
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(6.7.2007)
** Politics and government-Political parties-CPI(M).

432 KRISHNA ANANTH, V.
Karat's uninspiring leadership: CPI(M).
ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(7.7.2007)
** Politics and government-Political parties-CPI(M).

433 FUNJ, Balbir K.
Dump Marx for capital.
ASIAN AGE, 2007(6.7.2007)

** - Keywords
Compares the policy of the Chief Minister of West Bengal and Kerala regarding industrialisation in states.
** Politics and government-Political parties-CPI(M).

RADHAKRISHNAN, M.G
Comrades at war.
INDIA TODAY, V.32(No.23), 2007(5.6.2007): P.35-36

Highlights intra-party conflict in Kerala's ruling party CPI(M) in view of the suspension of Achutha Nandan and vijayan from the Politburo.
** Politics and Government-Political parties-CPI(M).

ANAND, S
Dravida Kurukshetra.
OUTLOOK, V.47(No.22), 2007(28.5.2007): P.38-42

Discusses the internal politics of DMK for power.
** Politics and Government-Political parties-DMK.

BASU, Nilotpal
Bengal model.
DECCAN HERALD, 2007(6.7.2007)

Highlights the stability and popularity of Left Front in West Bengal.
** Politics and government-Political parties-Left democratic front.

BIDWAI, Praful
Left completes 30 years in West Bengal.
ASSAM TRIBUNE, 2007(9.7.2007)

Focuses on the performance and achievement of Left Front in West Bengal.
** Politics and Government-Political parties-Left Democratic front.

BIDWAI, Praful
Left's 30 years in Bengal.
CENTRAL CHRONICLE, 2007(5.7.2007)

 Tells the facts and flaws of rule in West Bengal.
** Politics and government-Political parties-Left democratic
Discusses how the tech savvy former Chief Minister Chandrababu Naidu revert to the party founder N.T. Rama Rao's pro rural rhetoric to regain power.

**Politics and Government-Political parties-TDP.**

Focusses on ongoing crisis of lost people's trust and lack of mass mobilisation ability of CPI(M) in West Bengal.

**Politics and Government-Political parties-CPI(M).**

Recalls Bihar's global history of the past 2500 years and also acknowledge as one of the better administered states of the Indian Union.

**Public administration-Administrative reforms-(India-Bihar).**

Recalls Bihar's global history of the past 2500 years and also acknowledge as one of the better administered states of the Indian Union.

**Public administration-Administrative reforms-(India-Bihar).**

**Public administration-Civil services-(India).**

**Public administration-Civil services-(India).**
444 MEHTA, Vinod
Looking for better pay scales.
CENTRAL CHRONICLE, 2007(12.7.2007)

Focuses on the observations of the Sixth Pay Commission.
** Public administration-Civil services-Pay Commission.

445 NARAYANAN, K.S.
Paying for performance.
BUSINESS INDIA, No.761, 2007(May 20,2007): P.40

Examines the recommendations of Sixth Pay Commission regarding performance based pay package for civil servants.
** Public administration-Civil services-Pay commission.

-CORRUPTION

446 DIXIT, Avinash K.
Governance and development.
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(15.7.2007)

Analyses the problem of corruption in governance and its impact on development policy.
** Public administration-Corruption.

447 MALHOTRA, Inder
Bounced check and the bereaved: Alarming state of Governance.
TRIBUNE, 2007(13.7.2007)

Expresses concern over deep rooted corruption and carelessness in governance in view of the check issued to the family of farmer who committed suicide in Maharashtra.
** Public administration-Corruption.

448 PREM Prakash
Learn from history: Corruption must be tackled with a firm hand.
ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(15.5.2007)
** Public administration-Corruption.

-LAW AND ORDER-(INDIA)

449 KARLEKAR, Hiranmay
State can't abdicate.
PIONEER, 2007(5.7.2007)

Expresses need of a much dedicated and responsible role on part of state in maintaining law and order.
** Public administration-Law and order-(India).
CIA's dirty jewels: US Intelligence Agency.
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(12.7.2007)
** Public administration-Law and order-Internal security-Security Agencies.

Culpable dereliction of duty by police officers.
STATESMAN, 2007(11.7.2007)
Criticises police for the way it handled the case of rape and murder of Tapsi Malik, a leading figure in anti-land acquisition movement in Singur, Calcutta.
** Public administration-Law and order-Police(India-West Bengal); Land acquisition.

Rajdharna on back foot in Gujarat.
Discusses role of police in fake encounter in Gujarat.
** Public administration-Law and order-Police-(India-Gujarat).

Waiting for justice.
WEEK, V.25(No.32), 2007(8.7.2007): P.12-16
Critically examines the role of Mumbai police in the Mumbai blast probe.
** Public Administration-Law and order-Police-(India-Maharashtra) Terrorism.

Killers in Khaki.
INDIA TODAY, V.32(No.23), 2007(5.6.2007): P.26-27
Critically examines the role of Jammu & Kashmir police in view of recent spate of fake encounters in the valley.
** Public Administration-Law and order-Police-Police Atrocities.
455 DHILLON, K.S.
Fake encounters and the Indian State.
HINDU, 2007(8.7.2007)
** Public administration-Law and order-Police-Police atrocities.

456 OZA, Nandini
Killers trail.
Examines the hurdles before CID officer, Geetha Johri who is investigating Sohrabuddin fake encounter case.
** Public administration-Law and order-Police-Police atrocities.

457 BEDI, Kiran
Let sunlight into our prisons.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(5.7.2007)
Calls for an urgent and comprehensive plan for prison reforms.
** Public administration-Law and order-Prisons.

458 SIDDIQUI, M.V
Communal situation: status report.
** Public administration-Law and order-Riots-(India).

459 RAO, Vepa
Valley of god's turns into drug haven.
STATESMAN, 2007(12.7.2007)
Draws attention towards rising incidents of drug use and trafficking by foreign tourists in Kullu-Manali region.
** Public administration-Law and order-Smuggling; Narcotic drugs.

460 ALLABAKSH
Doctors of terrorism.
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(11.7.2007)
Expresses concern over rising number of educated muslim youth turning towards terros activities.
** Public administration-Law and order-Terrorism.

** - Keywords 73
LAW AND ORDER-TERRORISM

461 COOK, David
Critique of Robert Pape's dying to win.
JOURNAL OF STRATEGIC STUDIES, V.30(No.2), 2007(April): P.243-254
** Public administration-Law and order-Terrorism.

462 DASGUPTA, Swapan
In an imperfect world.
THE TELEGRAPH, 2007(13.7.2007)

States that terrorism in India has strong indigenous roots.
** Public administration-Law and order-Terrorism.

463 DHAR, M.K
Under Pakistani command: Indian terror grasp.
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(7.7.2007)
** Public Administration-Law and order-Terrorism.

464 GILL, K.P.S
Myth is now exposed.
PIONEER, 2007(7.7.2007)

Exposes the truth of involvement of Muslims in terror activities and criticises government for ignoring it for their political implications.
** Public administration-Law and order-Terrorism; Islam.

465 GULAM Noon
Battle for hearts and minds.
HINDUSTAN TIMES, 2007(12.7.2007)

Emphasises on fact that involvement of few Indian Muslims in terror attacks can not shake country's secular roots.
** Public administration-Law and order-Terrorism.

466 JOHN, Wilson
What's the new root cause?
PIONEER, 2007(14.7.2007)

Expresses concern over rising involvement of educated muslim youth in terror activities.
** Public administration-Law and order-Terrorism.

467 KIRAS, James
Dying to prove a point: Methodology of dying to win.
JOURNAL OF STRATEGIC STUDIES, V.30(No.2), 2007(April): P.227-241

Studies the current global phenomenon of suicide terrorism.
** Public Administration-Law and order-Terrorism.

468 MEHTA, Pratap Bhanu
Allure of jihad.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(12.7.2007)

** - Keywords
Focusses on involvement of young muslims in terror activities in the name of jihad.  
** Public administration-Law and order-Terrorism.

469 NAMBOODIRI, Vdayan  
Smell the coffee.  
PIONEER, 2007(14.7.2007)

Focusses on plight of educated Indian muslim who would face prejudice attitude after the revelation of Al-Qaeda links with certain doctors and Engineers of the community.  
** Public administration-Law and order-Terrorism.

470 PARTHASARATHY, G.  
Not immune to Islamism.  
PIONEER, 2007(12.7.2007)

Expresses concern over rising involvement of educated muslim youth in terror activities.  
** Public administration-Law and order-Terrorism.

471 PARTHASARATHY, G.  
Banglore connection: Implication for India are serious.  
TRIBUNE, 2007(12.7.2007)  
** Public administration-Law and order-Terrorism.

472 PUNJ, Balbir K.  
Sleepless for Muslim votes.  
PIONEER, 2007(13.7.2007)

Criticises Congress Party for giving undue sympathy to Muslims involved in terror activities for sake of Muslim votes.  
** Public administration-Law and order-Terrorism.

473 SEEMA MUSTAFA  
Terror of isolation.  
DECCAN CHRONICLE, 2007(14.7.2007)

Urges Government to address the root cause of terrorism.  
** Public administration-Law and order-Terrorism.

474 SHRANDER, Katherine and LEE, Mathew  
Al Qaeda rebuilds operating capacity.  
PIONEER, 2007(13.7.2007)  
** Public administration-Law and order-Terrorism.

475 SINGH, Jagdish N.  
Anatomy of terrorism.  
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(15.5.2007)  
** Public administration-Law and order-Terrorism.
LAW AND ORDER-TERRORISM-(AFGHANISTAN)

476 D'SOUZA, Shanthie Mariet
New great game.
PIONEER, 2007(7.7.2007)

Discusses the re-rise of Taliban in Afghanistan.
** Public Administration-Law and order-Terrorism-(Afghanistan).

LAW AND ORDER-TERRORISM-(INDIA)

477 DASGUPTA, Swapan
Get rid of blinkers.
TIMES OF INDIA, 2007(12.7.2007)

Calls for an urgent strategy to fight against terrorism.
** Public administration-Law and order-Terrorism-(India).

478 DUA, H.K.
TRIBUNE, 2007(7.7.2007)

Discusses the impact of slowing down of peace talks between India and Pakistan on peace in Kashmir.
** Public administration-Law and order-Terrorism-(India).

479 DUTTA, Barkha
Let's look inward now.
HINDUSTAN TIMES, 2007(7.7.2007)

Calls for an intensive alertness to deal with terror threat in the country.
** Public administration-Law and order-Terrorism-(India).

480 GUPTA, Shekhar
Victims of terrorism.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(7.7.2007)

Demands for a fair treatment and punishment for accused in terror activities irrespective of their community.
** Public administration-Law and order-Terrorism-(India).

481 GUPTA, Shishir
Truth, without serum.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(11.7.2007)

Calls for an urgent and fair strategy to deal with accused in terror activities irrespective of their belonging to a particular community.
** Public administration-Law and order-Terrorism-(India).

** - Keywords 76
LAW AND ORDER-TERRORISM-(INDIA)

482 JAISINGH, Hari
Unwiring hitech jehadis.
PIONEER, 2007(12.7.2007)
** Public administration-Law and order-Terrorism-(India).

483 TAVLEEN Singh
Jihad at our door: Terrorism.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(15.7.2007)
** Public administration-Law and order-Terrorism-(India).

LAW AND ORDER-TERRORISM-(INDIA-JAMMU AND KASHMIR)

484 WISON John
Surge in Kashmir jihad.
PIONEER, 2007(4.7.2007)
** Public administration-Law and order-Terrorism-(India-Jammu and Kashmir).

LAW AND ORDER-TERRORISM-(UNITED KINGDOM)

485 HASAN Suroor
Foreign doctors to pay for bad apples.
HINDU, 2007(6.7.2007)

Expects a rough patch for overseas doctors in Britain after the failed terror attack in Glasgow.
** Public administration-Law and order-Terrorism-(United Kingdom)

486 LAWLESS, Jill
Muslims fear backlash after terror attacks.
PIONEER, 2007(3.7.2007)

Focusses on anxiety and anger in Britain towards Muslims after three failed terror attacks.
** Public administration-Law and order-Terrorism-(United Kingdom)

487 RAMAN, B
In the name of holy war: UK bomb plot.
TIMES OF INDIA, 2007(9.7.2007)
** Public Administration-Law and order-Terrorism-(United Kingdom)

488 RAMAN, B.
Jihadis in Glasgow.
PIONEER, 2007(3.7.2007)

Focuses on rising threat of terrorism in United Kingdom.
** Public administration-Law and order-Terrorism-(United Kingdom)

489 WALKER, Clive
Treatment of Foreign terror suspects.
MODERN LAW REVIEW, V.70(No.3), 2007(May. 2007): P.427-457
Express the need to change in Terrorism Act, 2006 & Immigration Asylum and Nationality Act, 2006 after bomb-blasts in London. 

** Public Administration-Law and Order-Terrorism-(United Kingdom) 

---

**-VIOLENCES AND DISORDERS

490 CHOUHAN, B.B.S.  
Naxalites can only be tamed by gun.  
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(5.7.2007)  
** Public administration-Law and order-Violences and disorders.

491 DOGRA, Chander Suta  
Morphed gene.  
OUTLOOK, V.47(No.22), 2007(28.5.2007): P.62-65

Codemns the violence between followers of Dera Sacha Sauda and Sikhs in Punjab.  
** Public Administration-Law and order-Violences and disorders; Sikhism.

492 MEHTA, Ashok K  
No strategy to fight Maoists.  
PIONEER, 2007(11.7.2007)  
** Public administration-Law and order-Violences and Disorders.

493 PANDIA, Bimal  
Classes children.  
STEP, Vol.1(No.10), 2007(May): P.41-42

Discusses how Orissa Government's fight against Maoists is affecting the education of children inview of occupation of school premises for CRPF.  
** Public administration-Law and order-Violences and Disorders; Education-(India-Orissa).

494 PRAKASH Singh  
Terror won't work.  
TIMES OF INDIA, 2007(6.7.2007)

Blames existing delusion with government and Naxalites for barring them to reach any solution.  
** Public administration-Law and order-Violences and disorders.

495 RAMANA, P.V.  
Maoists designs:target infrastructure, paralyse economy.  
TRIBUNE, 2007(2.7.2007)  
** Public administration-Law and order-Violences and disorders.

496 SIDDIQI, M.Y.  
Growing influence of naxalites in India.  
** Public Administration-Law and Order-Violences and disorders.
LOCAL SELF GOVERNMENT

RATNA, Kavita
Decentralisation in danger.
DECCAN HERALD, 2007(3.7.2007)

** Public administration—Local self government.

PRESIDENT

BHATTACHARJEE, Jyotsna
The presidential race.
THE ASSAM TRIBUNE, 2007(5.7.2007)
** Public administration—President.

DATAR, Arvind P
President's office is not meant for rubber stamps.
DECCAN CHRONICLE, 2007(10.7.2007)

Raises controversy over the antecedents of Pratibha Patil and the role of President in our constitution.
** Public administration—President.

PUBLIC HEALTH

BANSAL, Ashwani Kumar
Patents ordinance 2004 and public health.
JOURNAL OF CONSTITUTIONAL AND PARLIAMENTARY STUDIES, V.40(No.1-2), 2006(Jan-June): P.1-26
** Public health—(India).

DISEASES-AIDS

BAGIA, Pallava
Don't be misled on AIDS.
TIMES OF INDIA, 2007(10.7.2007)

Discusses the possibility of flawed methodology behind reports of fall in number of HIV positives in India.
** Public health—Diseases-AIDS.

JACOB, George and NAIR, C. Gouridasan
Social exclusion takes another form.
HINDU, 2007(2.7.2007)

Discusses the incident of ouster of five HIV positive children from school in Kerala.
** Public health—Diseases-AIDS.

** - Keywords
503 JANAKI DEVI
Into a cruel, callous world.
STEP, V.1(No.10), 2007(May): P.29-30

Highlights the societal attitude towards the HIV-positive children.
** Public health-Diseases-AIDS.

504 MOHAPATRA, Nalin Kumar
Political and security challenges in Central Asia: Drug trafficking dimension.
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, V.44(No.2), 2007(April-June): P.157-174
** Public health-Drugs-Narcotic drugs-(Central Asia); Drug trafficking.

505 SAXENA, Payal
Clash of titans.
THE WEEK, V.25(No.29), 2007(17.6.2007): P.36-38

Examines the Trehan Escorts row.
** Public health-Hospitals.

506 VIJ-Aurora, Bhavna
Heart has two chambers.
OUTLOOK, V.45(No.23), 2007(June): P.46-47

Discusses controversy between Dr. Trehan & Management of Escorts.
** Public health-Hospitals; Doctors.

507 SUMATHI, V.
Health hazards of Bio-Medical waste disposal : Issue and challenges.
SOCIAL WELFARE, V.54(No.3), 2007(June, 2007): P.27-29
** Public health-Medical wastes.

508 SWAMINATHAN, Madhura
Food and nutrition insecurity.
YOJANA, V.151, 2007(May): P.15-17

Emphasises on reduction of malnutrition and supply of clean drinking water in 11th five year plan.
** Public health-Nutrition-(India); Five Year Plan.

** Public health-Pollution-Air.

509 JHUNJHUNWALA, Bharat
Plastic perceptions.
STATESMAN, 2007(10.7.2007)

Suggests recycling of plastic to avoid pollution.
** Public health-Pollution-Air.

** Public health-Pollution-Air.

** Public health-Pollution-Water.

510 HUGHES, John
Burying the truth.
ECOLOGIST, V.37(No.4), 2007(May): P.33-40

Reveals the biggest environment crime of 1967 in United Kingdom
in view of dumping of chemical wastes into river.
** Public health-Pollution-Water.

** Public health-Pollution-Water.

511 UPADHYAY, Videh
Who cares for Yamuna anyway.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(6.7.2007)
** Public health-Pollution-Water Pollution.

** Public health-Pollution-Water Pollution.

** Public health-Public health policy; Child care.

** Public health-Public health policy-(United States).

512 SHAH, Nitin K and others
Ensuring the health of children.
HINDU, 2007(7.7.2007)
** Public health-Public health policy; Child care.

** Public health-Public health policy-(United States).

513 BATES, Anns
Church-dictated health care policy?
POLITICAL AFFAIRS, V.86(No.5), 2007(May): P.18-19
** Public health-Public health policy-(United States).

514 RAJAGOPALN, S.
Health care in U.S. ailing.
PIONEER, 2007(8.7.2007)
** Public health-Public health policy-(United States).
SANITATION

515 DHARMALINGAM, B
Total sanitation campaign: strategies and development experience.
SOCIAL WELFARE, V.54(No.3), 2007(June): P.9-12
** Public health-Sanitation.

WATER SUPPLY

516 NARASAIAH, M Lakshmi
Fresh water and the environment.
SOCIAL WELFARE, V.54(No.3), 2007(June): P.6-8

Draws attention on shortage of drinking water.
** Public health-Water supply.

RELIGION

RELIGIOUS FAITH-HINDUISM

517 TAVLEEN Singh
Dark, distorted Hinduism.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(1.7.2007)

Draws attention towards distortion of Hinduism in American University.

RELIGIOUS FAITH-ISLAM

518 SHABBIR AHMED
Does Koran sanction wife-beating.
STATESMAN, 2007(8.7.2007)
** Religion-Religious faith-Islam; Women.

519 TAHIR Mahmood
Beneath the veil.
TIMES OF INDIA, 2007(2.7.2007)

Discusses the custom of veil in Islam.
** Religion-Religious faith-Islam.

RELIGIOUS FAITH-SIKHISM

520 DUGGAR, K.S.
Religious tolerance in Sikhism.
MAINSTREAM, V.45(No.26), 2007(16 June, 2007): P.13-16
** Religion-Religious faith-Sikhism.

* - Keywords 82
RELIGIOUS FUNDAMENTALISM

521 Jain, Sandhya
Islam in crisis: Blame Ulema.
PIONEER, 2007(10.7.2007)

Criticises Muslim clerics for their wrong interpretation of Quran and encouraging religious fundamentalism.

** Religion-Religious Fundamentalism.

522 Prabhjot, Singh
Dera 'Apology': Agnivesh seeks help of PM, Sonia.

** Religion-Religious fundamentalism; Sikhism.

523 Puri, Rajinder
Sward of Islam.
STATESMAN, 2007(4.7.2007)

Criticises Muslim clerics for supporting Osama Bin Laden in the name of saving Islam.

** Religion-Religious Fundamentalism; Terrorism.

RURAL DEVELOPMENT

524 Chainya, Pallavi
Changing rural India.
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(15.7.2007)

** Rural development.

-RURAL ECONOMY

525 Gupta, Y.P.
Change in policy to remove rural disparity.
DECCAN HERALD, 2007(5.7.2007)

** Rural development-Rural Economy.

-RURAL EMPLOYMENT

526 Ashwini Kumar Singh
Rural tourism: tool for rural employment.
KURUKSHETRA, V.55(No.8), 2007(June): P.7-12

** Rural development-Rural employment.

527 Basu, A.K.
Security of livelihood.
STATESMAN, 2007(2.7.2007)

Draws attention towards poor implementation of National Rural Employment Guarantee Act(NREGA).

** Rural development-Rural employment.

** - Keywords 83
-RURAL EMPLOYMENT

528 DREZE, Jean and LAL, Siddhartha
Employment guarantee: Unfinished agenda: NREGA.
HINDU, 2007 (13.7.2007)

National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (NREGA).
** Rural development - Rural employment.

-RURAL FINANCE

529 GUHA, Sampati
Possibility of default and sustainability in a random rosca.
ARTHVA VIJNANA, V.48 (No.1&2), 2006 (March-June, 06): P.147-164

Discusses the reason behind rural poverty & analyses the condition for sustainability of the Rosca (Rotating Savings and Credit Associations) in underdeveloped countries.
** Rural Development - Rural finance; Bank Credit.

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
-(UNITED STATES)

530 ANSLOW, Mark
Creepy technology.
ECOLOGIST, V.37 (No.4), 2007 (May): P.16

Highlights the technological development in the field of security at United States.
** Science and Technology - (United States); Internal security.

-ATOMIC ENERGY-NUCLEAR RELATIONS-(INDIA-UNITED STATES)

531 KARNAD, Bharat
N-deal compromises national security.
ASIAN AGE, 2007 (14.7.2007)
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

532 RAJA MOHAN, C.
As complicated as 1,2,3.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007 (13.7.2007)

Deals with Indo-US nuclear deal.
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations- (India-United States).

533 RAJA MOHAN, C.
Hypocrisy is an N-letter world.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007 (2.7.2007)

** - Keywords 84
States that outrage of some political parties over visit of the U.S. nuclear carrier aircraft, Nimitz as a hypocritical move.

** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

534 SACHDEV, Robindra
Is the Indo-US N-deal dead?
DECCAN HERALD, 2007(5.7.2007)
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

535 SEN, Ashish Kumar
1 2 3.... 3 2 1.
OUTLOOK, V.45(No.23), 2007(June): P.28-29

Discusses Indo-US nuclear deal.
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

536 SRINIVASAN, M.R.
Last mile in the nuclear negotiation: Indo-US nuclear deal.
HINDU, 2007(13.7.2007)
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

537 SUBRAHMANYAM, K.
Visit of USS nimitz: Beginning of a routine exchange programme.
TRIBUNE, 2007(1.7.2007)
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

538 VARDARAJAN, Siddharth
Between the Nimitz and deep blue sea.
HINDU, 2007(5.7.2007)
** Science and Technology-Atomic energy-Nuclear relations-(India-United States).

-ELECTRONICS-COMPUTERS

539 SRINIVASA-Raghavan, T.C.A.
Why our hardware is going soft?
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(6.7.2007)

Deals with IT hardware industry.
** Science and Technology-Electronics-Computers.

-ELECTRONICS-COMPUTERS-INTERNET

540 UDASI, Harshikka and others
Net's lovely, dark and ugly.
THE WEEK, V.25(No.32), 2007(8.7.2007): P.34-44
Discusses the merits & demerits of the usage of community websites.
** Science and Technology-Electronics-Computers-Internet.

**-METEOROLOGY

541 Bhatta, Archita
Monsoon medley.
DOWN TO EARTH, V.16(No.1), 2007(May): P.29

Finds out India's weather prediction model antiquated.
** Science and Technology-Meteorology.

542 Goswami, Anupam
Monsoon wedding.

Points out towards the asymmetry in impact of the monsoon on GDP and food grains output.
** Science and Technology-Meteorology.

**-METEOROLOGY-ENVIRONMENT

543 Ananthapadmanabhan
Across the border.
THE TELEGRAPH, 2007(5.7.2007)

Discusses that the human migration triggered by climate change could seriously threaten peace in the Indian subcontinent.
** Science and technology-Meteorology-Environment; Emigration and immigration.

544 Gore, Al
Universal threat, a generational.
DECCAN HERALD, 2007(3.7.2007)

Concern about the environmental pollution.
** Science and Technology-Meteorology-Environment.

545 Mehta, Vikram S.
Climate change: Such a domestic matter.
INDIAN EXPRESS, 2007(3.7.2007)
** Science and Technology-Meteorology-Environment.

546 Portman, Rosalie
Can Lawyers save the world?
ECOLOGIST, V.37(No.5), 2007(June. 2007): P.38-46

Deals with environmental law.
** Science and Technology-Meteorology-Environment.

** - Keywords 86
ANANTHAPADMANABHAN, G.
Carbon intensity of profit.
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(07.7.2007)

Highlights the problem of global warming due to rapid growth in industrialisation.
** Science and Technology-Meteorology-Environment-Global warming.

BIDWAI, Praful
No room for hot air.
HINDUSTAN TIMES, 2007(2.7.2007)

Expresses concern over rise in green house emission in India and stresses on need to move towards effective measures to cut this impact.
** Science and Technology-Meteorology-Environment-Global warming.

DANILOV-DANILYAN, Viktor
Danger of climate change equal to Nuclear war.
CENTRAL CHRONICLE, 2007(10.7.2007)
** Science and Technology-Meteorology-Environment-Global warming.

DASGUPTA, Chandrashekhar
Who pays for it?
THE TELEGRAPH, 2007(10.7.2007)
** Science and Technology-Meteorology-Environment-Global warming.

KALBAG, Chaitanya
Garam hawa.
HINDUSTAN TIMES, 2007(12.7.2007)

Stresses on importance of constructing an enlightened climate change.
** Science and Technology-Meteorology-Environment-Global warming.

BHATTACHARYA, Abhijit
From R and D to innovation.
ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(10.7.2007)

Focuses on importance of application of R and D research in industrial methods to make country innovation driven.
** Science and Technology-Scientific and Industrial research-(India).

BIGNAMI, Givovanni F.
Special space:50 years of space exploration.
ASIAN AGE, 2007(15.7.2007)

** - Keywords
SOCIAL POLICY AND PLANNING

554 BHATT, D.K and JOSHI, P.C
Constitutional immunity to reservation laws: Critical perspective.
** Social policy and Planning.

555 BANERJEE, Laksmisree
Merit will craft the future: Reservation in education.
HINDUSTAN TIMES, 2007(13.7.2007)
** Social policy and Planning-Backward classes-Reservation policy Education.

556 BHATTACHERJEE, Kallol
Seize the day.
THE WEEK, V.25(No.29), 2007(17.6.2007): P.32-33
Examines political maneuver of new Gujjar leaders demanding reservation for their community.
** Social policy and Planning-Backward classes-Reservation policy

557 CHHOKAR, Jagdeep S.
Caste cauldron: Reservation.
TRIBUNE, 2007(14.7.2007)
** Social policy and Planning-Backward classes-Reservation policy

558 PANT, Manoj
Reservation and participatory growth.
ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(13.7.2007)
** Social policy and Planning-Backward classes-Reservation policy

559 PARIHAR, Rohit
Caste in conflict.
INDIA TODAY, V.32(No.23), 2007(5.6.2007): P.28-30
Examines repercussions of Gujjars agitation in Rajasthan who are demanding for Scheduled Tribe status in view of Meena-Jat-Gujjar rivalry.
** Social policy and Planning-Backward Classes-Reservation policy

560 PATHAK, Dev.N
Implications of unimaginative politics.
MAINSTREAM, V.45(No.27), 2007(23.06.2007): P.10-12
Critically analyses the politics of Quota.
** Social policy and planning-Backward classes-Reservation policy Politics and government.

** - Keywords
561 PURI, Rajinder
Quota quagmire.
STATESMAN WEEKLY, 2007(16.6.2007)

Focuses on Gujjars agitation in Rajasthan.
** Social policy and planning-Backward classes-Reservation policy

562 SAZZAD HUSSAIN
The great Indian caste war.
THE ASSAM TRIBUNE, 2007(3.7.2007)
** Social policy and planning-Backward classes-Reservation policy

563 KAUSHISH, Poonam I
Reservations for Muslims.
CENTRAL CHRONICLE, 2007(10.7.2007)
** Social policy and Planning-Backward classes-Reservation policy
Minorities.

564 SANGHVI, Vir
When the saints go marching in.
HINDUSTAN TIMES, 2007(1.7.2007)

Comments on issue of religion based reservation in educational institutes.
** Social policy and Planning-Backward classes-Reservation policy
Minorities; Christianity.

565 THAMPU, Valson
St. Stephen's: Education and social conscience.
HINDU, 2007(9.7.2007)

Discusses the issue of reservation for Dalit Christians in St. Stephen college.
** Social policy and Planning-Backward classes-Reservation policy
Minorities; Christianity.

566 THAMPU, Valson
Vision admission.
HINDUSTAN TIMES, 2007(4.7.2007)

Discusses the issue of reservation for Dalit Christian students in St. Stephen college.
** Social policy and Planning-Backward classes-Reservation policy
Minorities; Christianity
BOSE, Ajay
No dignity even in death.
PIONEER, 2007(9.7.2007)

Draws attention towards atrocities and discrimination faced by Dalits.
** Social policy and planning-Backward classes-Scheduled Castes.

TATA, Madhavi
Gutted instinct.
OUTLOOK, V.45(No.23), 2007(4.6.2007): P.14-16

Focuses on Tribal refugees of Andhra Pradesh.
** Social policy and planning-Backward classes-Scheduled Tribes-(India-Andhra Pradesh).

MADHU, K
Here love and skill work together.

Focuses on National Child Labour project in Kurnool district which has helped hundreds of rescued child labourers to enter into a brave world.
** Social policy and planning-Child welfare.

PANDA, Rajan K
From the mine fields.
STEP, V.1(No.10), 2007(May): P.39-41

Throws light on the plight of children where parents are working in Orissa's mining areas.
** Social policy and Planning-Child welfare; Mining.

PATHAK, Avijit
Chain of oppression: Forgotten childhood.
DECCAN HERALD, 2007(5.7.2007)
** Social policy and Planning-Child welfare.

ANIL ANAND
It's not fun being a kid in India.
STEP, V.1(No.10), 2007(May): P.25-28

Exposes startling facts about child abuse cases in India.
** - Keywords
-CHILD WELFARE-CHILD ABUSE

** Social policy and Planning-Child Welfare-Child Abuse.

-CHILD WELFARE-CHILD ATTROCITIES

573 NOOSHIN SHABANI
Guns US: Tragedy of child soldiers.
POLITICAL AFFAIRS, V.86(No.5), 2007(May): P.6,40

Discusses the UN report regarding the recruitment of children in USA & UK army.
** Social policy and Planning-Child Welfare-Child atrocities; Arms.

-CHILD WELFARE-CHILD LABOUR

574 SINHA, Shantha
Unnatural labour.
DECCAN CHRONICLE, 2007(13.7.2007)

Analyses that the child labour in agriculture has been recognised as hazardous by International Labour Organisation.
** Social policy and planning-Child welfare-Child labour.

-CHILD WELFARE-CHILD LABOUR:AGRICULTURE

575 SINHA, Shantha
Unnatural labour:child labour in agriculture.
ASIAN AGE, 2007(13.7.2007)
** Social policy and Planning-Child welfare-Child labour:Agriculture.

-CHILD WELFARE-CHILD TRAFFICKING

576 RAMACHANDRA MURTHY, K.
Alien-ated kids.
STEP, V.1(No.10), 2007(May 7,2007): P.31-33

Unearths the adoption racket in Andhra Pradesh involving in child trafficking crime.
** Social policy and Planning-Child welfare-Child trafficking.

-CHILD WELFARE-GIRL CHILD

577 JHA, Anupama
Powerless Shakti.
STEP, V.1(No.10), 2007(May): P.36-37

Describes the state of girl child in India.

** - Keywords 91
-CHILD WELFARE-GIRL CHILD

** Social policy and planning-Child welfare-Girl child.

-FAMILY

578 DATTA, Damyanti
Over stretched dads.
INDIA TODAY, V.32(No.23), 2007(5.6.2007): P.68-74

Redefines the idea of fatherhood in modern India.
** Social policy and planning-Family.

-HANDICAPPED REHABILITATION

579 KUMARA SWAMY, V
Abling the disabled.
THE TELEGRAPH, 2007(4.7.2007)
** Social policy and planning-Handicapped rehabilitation.

-MINORITIES

580 DUTT, Anuradha
Reservation is un-islamic.
PIONEER, 2007(12.7.2007)

Condemns the UPA Government plan to introduce reservation for Muslims on caste bases.
** Social policy and Planning-Minorities.

581 SAXENA, Shobha
Identity and isolation.
STATESMAN, 2007(1.7.2007)

Explains isolationist approach behind restraining the potential of promising member of Muslim community.
** Social policy and Planning-Minorities.

582 SIDIQI, M.Y.
Caring for minorities.
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(8.7.2007)

Discusses the measures taken for benefits of minorities.
** Social policy and Planning-Minorities.

583 SYED SHAHABUDDIN
Muslim OBCs and reservation.
** Social policy and planning-Minorities; Reservation policy.
584 KAPUR, Ratna
Tweak the dowry law.
TIMES OF INDIA, 2007(13.7.2007)

Calls for the better and effective provisions in dowry law.
** Social policy and Planning-Social problems-Dowry.

585 ARUN ANAND
Inheritance of Sin.
STEP, V.1(No.10), 2007(May): P.34-35

Shows how the people of Bedia Community in Bharatpur, Rajasthan, push their girl child into flesh trade.
** Social policy and planning-Social problems-Prostitution.

586 JIAN Ma
China in chains.
TIMES OF INDIA, 2007(3.7.2007)

Discusses the tradition of slavery in China.
** Social policy and Planning-Social problems-Slavery.

587 DHALL, Aman and TIWARI, Dheeraj
Better safe than sorry: Household Insurance.
ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(15.5.2007)
** Social policy and Planning-Social security-Insurance.

588 KHMELEV, Mikhail
Russia: A nation of pensioners.
CENTRAL CHRONICLE, 2007(4.7.2007)
** Social policy and planning-Social security-Pensions.

589 DAS, Arpita
Empowering through education.
THE ASSAM TRIBUNE, 2007(7.7.2007)

Focuses on women's empowerment.
** Social policy and planning-Women; Education and development.

**- Keywords 93
WOMEN

590 KING, Diane E
Rape is used as a weapon in Iraq.
DECCAN CHRONICLE, 2007(13.7.2007)
** Social policy and planning-Women.

591 RAJARAMAN, Indira
Women in the Eleventh Plan.
YOJANA, V.151, 2007(May. 2007): P.27-29
** Social Policy and Planning-Women; Five Year Plan.

-WOMEN-SOCIAL CONDITION

592 ASGHAR ALI ENGINEER
Muslim Ulema and status of Women.
NATION & THE WORLD, V.14(No.372), 2007(1 June, 2007): P.15-17

Describes social condition of Muslims women.
** Social policy and planning-Women-Social condition.

TOURISM
-DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL-(INDIA-LADAKH)

593 BAL, Kshitij Prabhat
Lone ranger let loose:Ladakh.
HINDUSTAN TIMES, 2007(14.7.2007)
** Tourism-Description and travel-(India-Ladakh).

-HOTELS

594 Hospitality: Fast growing sector.
FACTS FOR YOU, V.27(No.9), 2007(June): P.19-20

Needs to set up more hotels in India by 2010 to meet the surging demand, particularly in the upper and middle ranges.
** Tourism-Hotels.

-TOURISM POLICY-(INDIA-MANIPUR)

595 SURENJIT SINGH
Tourism industry in Manipur.
KUMKSHTRA, V.55(No.8), 2007(June, 2007): P.17-20
** Tourism-Tourism policy-(India-Manipur).

TRANSPORTATION
-AIR TRANSPORT

596 BASU, Kaushik
Time to take off.
TIMES OF INDIA, 2007(11.7.2007)

** - Keywords 94
TRANSPORTATION
   -AIR TRANSPORT

Stresses on need for a reform in our aviation sector.
   ** Transportation-Air transport.

597 NAYAR, K.P.
   Shining wings.
   TELEGRAPH, 2007(11.7.2007)

Highlights the growth of Indian Aviation.
   ** Transportation-Air transport; Industrial development.

-AIR TRANSPORT-AIR ACCIDENTS

598 LAK, Daniel
   Blotch on the maple.
   OUTLOOK, V.45(No.23), 2007(4.6.2007): P.18

Reveals the facts about Kanishka bombing by Canada Government.
   ** Transportation-Air transport-Air accidents.

-AIR TRANSPORT-CIVIL AVIATION

599 SREEVALSAN MENON, P and JATHAR, Dnyanesh
   Air force.
   THE WEEK, V.25(No.29), 2007(17.6.2007): P.40-41

Examines the merger of kingfisher and Air Deccan airways.
   ** Transportation-Air transport-Civil Aviation.

-AIR TRANSPORTATION-AIRPORT

600 DHAGE, Vruahali
   Changi' shows the way.
   BUSINESS INDIA, No.761, 2007(May 20,2007): P.100

Discusses how the Nagpur Airport Project is getting an
   international edge with Changi's participation.
   ** Transportation-Air transportation-Airport.

-RAIL TRANSPORT

601 DAYAL, Raghu
   Real rail reform required.
   ECONOMIC TIMES, 2007(14.7.2007)
   ** Transportation-Rail transport.

** - Keywords 95
602 COWSHISH, Atul
Phase out the killer drivers: Phasing out bluelines buses.
NATIONAL HERALD, 2007(11.7.2007)
** Transportation-Road transport.

603 MOORTHY, Vivek
Using roads efficiently-isn't it high time?
BUSINESS STANDARD, 2007(9.7.2007)
** Transportation-Road transport.

604 MORRIS, Annette
Spiralling or stabilising? The compensation culture and our propensity to claim damages for personal injury.
MODERN LAW REVIEW, V.70(No.3), 2007(Jan-March): P.349-378
** Transportation-Road transport.

605 ROYE, Janardhan
Tackling parking woes: A long way to go.
DECCAN CHRONICLE, 2007(13.7.2007)

Examines the need to tackle parking problems by adopting the latest technology.
** Transportation-Road transport.

606 Spoilt lot.
DOWN TO EARTH, V.16(No.1), 2007(May): P.36-44

Examines the colonisation of urban spaces by private vehicles.
** Transportation-Road transport.

607 COWHISH, Atul
Capital's errant bus drivers.
CENTRAL CHRONICLE, 2007(11.7.2007)
** Transportation-Road transport-(India-Delhi).

-WATER TRANSPORTATION-SHIPPING-HARBOUR AND PORTS-

608 SATYA SUNDARAM, I
Does India need more ports?
FACTS FOR YOU, V.27(No.9), 2007(June): P.7-10

Stresses upon the need to develop Indian ports upto international standard.
** Transportation-Water transportation-Shipping-Harbour and ports
UNITED NATIONS AND INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS
-UN AGENCIES-FAO

609 RASTOGI, Archi
Dicey parameters.
DOWN TO EARTH, V.16(No.1), 2007(May): P.22

Examines the UN FAO report that blames poor countries for deforestation.
** United Nations and International Organisations-UN agencies-FAO

-UN PEACE KEEPING

610 THAKUR, Ramesh
Responsibility to protect-and prosecute?
HINDU, 2007(10.7.2007)

Analyses the role of UN in maintainance of peace and security.
** United Nations and International Organisations-UN peace keeping.

-UN REFORMS

611 FUES, Thomas
Millennium Development Goals and streamlining the UN development architecture.
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, V.44(No.1), 2006(Jan-March): P.23-37
** United Nations and International Organisations-UN reforms.

612 MURTHY, C.S.R
New phase in UN reforms: establishment of the peacebuilding commission and human rights council.
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, V.44(No.1), 2006(Jan-March): P.39-56
** United Nations and International Organisations-UN reforms; Human rights.

-UN SECRETARIAT

613 NYE, Joseph S.
Does the UN still matter?
FINANCIAL EXPRESS, 2007(13.7.2007)

Questions whether there is an alternative of United Nations.
** United Nations and International organisations-UN secretariat.

URBAN DEVELOPMENT
-CITY AND TOWN PLANNING-MASTER PLAN

614 CHOUDHURY, P.C
Master plan- 2025 at a glance.
ASSAM TRIBUNE, 2007(8.7.2007)
** Urban development-City and town planning-Master plan.